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Board
Dead Kennedy lives
choosing
nominees
for chief
By Lisa Ostroski
Daily start writer
After a six-month search for a new
university police chief, the selection
committee is putting together a list
of final candidates for the position.
Public Information Officer Richard Staley said the committee hopes
to bring the candidates onto the campus for interviews this month and
there will possibly be an announcement of the new director of public
safety by the end of May.
The selection committee will
choose approximately five candidates as finalists and those five will
meet with SJSU’s senior administrators.
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans will make the final appointment for the position with input
from President Gail Fullerton. Staley.
said.
The actual starting date for the
chief of police will depend upon how
quickly the individual accepts and
how soon the successful candidate
can relocate. Staley said.
"We would like to have (him or
her) as quickly as possible; hopefully
by the end of the summer." he
added.
The University Police Department
has been without a chief since November, Li Shannon Maloney said.
During this time. Maloney and It.
Ed Dusablon, in direct consultation
with Evans. have been fulfilling the
duties of chief. Staley said.
The former chief. Lewis Schatz,
resigned on Oct. 15. According to
earlier reports, there were problems
within the police department regarding Schatz’s leadership. and also
controversy about him being fired
from a previous job.
The former selection committee
for the director of public safety had
recommended Schatz for the position before a required background
check was completed.
Staley said that "as far as I know.
the committee will follow the same
process" for selecting a candidate
"The process wasn’t flawed. they
were just skipping a step," he
added. "(Last time) the committee
put off the background check; this
time they will folkov. the procedure
the way it is laid out, " he said.
Qualifications necessary to fill the
position as director of public safety
are as follows: a bachelor’s degree
See CHIEF. page 8

Rec Center
alcohol sales
considered
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
A decision will soon be made by the Student t mitt Board of Directors whether or not alcolohic beverages will be sold at the Rec Center.
The board appeared to be split in opinion. as student and non -student members debated the pros and cons of ILI irug alcohol available at
concerts and other sporting events to
he held in the Rec Center arena.
Most student members present
were in support of serving alcohol at
events in the new facility.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president and president-elect, strongly
Jim Hart
supports the policy of selling alcohol
Daily staff writer
during Rec Center events.
Larry Dougherty asked the
"To not sell alcohol (in the Rec
Student Union Board of Diree
Center) would be inconsistent with
tors to join the Associated Stu
the rest of the campus. The pub
dents’ investigation of alleged
serves alcohol and is in the center of
campaign violations involving
campus," McCarthy said.
the Rec Center.
McCarthy also said that the sale of
Dougherty also asked the
alcohol would help offset the operatboard to investigate the largei
ing deficit that the Rec Center faces.
issues that surround the finan
"Revenue from the sale of alcohol
cially troubled Rec Center.
would be substantial, and the student
"There are many unresolved
attendance rate at events would go
issues and many unanswered
up." McCarthy said.
questions that affect the stu"If we don’t gather enough revedents." Dougherty told the
nue. student fees will go up." Mchoard Tuesday.
Carthy said.
As an example. Dougherty
Charlie Whitcomb. a non -student
See Ill ’MET, page II
member of the hoard, took a stand
against serving alcohol in the Rec comb said.
Center.
Other
non -student
members
"I am not in favor of the sale of shared his opinion.
alcohol. There are real issues surA.S. President Michael McLenrounding substance abuse and the nan offered a counter argument.
revenue may not be worth the conse"I’m not in fax or of legislating
quences," Whitcomb said.
morality." McLennan said.
"It seems like we are promoting
None of the board members knew
this on the basis of revenue." WhitSee WARR page II

SUBOD asked
to join A.S.

Athletics Board
faces tough choice
By Jennifer Truman
and Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writers
Matthew E Durham Daily staff
Jelin Biafra. a former lead singer of the defunct
Dead Kennedy... opens his speech with a striking

photographer

costume to catch the attention of his audience. For
a review of his show. see Entertainment. page 6.

Immigrants line up for citizenship
By Kathy White
Daily staff writer

Immigrants trying to gain citizenship had until
midnight Wednesday to apply for amnesty under
the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act.
Since May 1987, more than 1.8 million people had signed up for the program, which allows
those who can prove they have lived in this country continuously since Jan. 1, 1982. to be granted
amnesty and the chance to become U.S. citizens.
Originally the program was expected to draw
some two to four million applicants, hut that number wasn’t expected to he reached before midnight
Wednesday.
"My cousin from Mexico applied trxiay
(Wednesday) and I went with him," said Pedro
Sanchez, a junior at SJSU. "It was really a mess
and it seemed that people really didn’t know what
it was they were supposed to do."
At the 1040 Commercial Way location in San
Jose. 710 applicants filed Tuesday with more than
1.0(X) expected to have filed Wednesday night before the deadline.
For those not filing, there is no second
chance, or so says the Immigration and Naturalization Service which warned that those not filing
will lose the chance for amnesty and the chance
for citizenship.

Ron Green Daily staff photographer
1

’grants show up lir large numbers at the Immigration and Naturalization Service to meet
ednesday’s midnight deadline for applicatiiin for consideration as U.S. citizens.

Thanh Nguyen. a sophomore at SJM1, helped
some of his family file about a week ago. They
had come from Asia over eight years ago. hut had
never gone through getting citizenship.
"We had no problem getting together the information to show we have been here that long.**

Chicano groups celebrate
Cinco de Mayo with festival
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
The campus Chicano community is celebrating Cinco de Mayo
this week with dancers, musicians, poetry and a f(xxl fest.
Tuesday’s and today’s activities, which included a slide show
about El Salvador and Honduras
and a classical guitar performance, attracted a large, culturally diverse crowd. said Elaine
Alvarado, faculty adviser for the
Chicane Alliance.
The alliance and MEChA. a
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Chicano/Latino organ al ion. are
co-organizing the event.
Cinco de Mayo is a Mexican
holiday celebrating the defeat of
the invading French army on May
5, 1862. Today. Alvarado said.
the holiday promotes unity
among Mexican -Americans.
"The celebration is a way of
instilling pride and dignity in who
they are and what they are." she
said. Another purpose of the
event is to expose other students
See CHICANO. page 8

Nguyen said. "Difficulty comes when people
don’t have sufficient proof. or if they just don’t
bother to even file."
Ray Gutierrez. another SJSU sophomore. had
friends from Mexico who went to apply this last
See AMNESTY, page If

SJSUs Athletics Board may have
to make a tough decision where
to find funds for 18 intercollegiate
sports and its supporting staff.
Board members met for two-and a -half hours Tuesday’ to discuss the
future of "minor sports.’’
Among the sports reported to he
facing budget restraints are track and
field. men’s
mnastics. field
hockey and wrestling.
Randy
Director
Athletics
Hoffman and Charlie Whitcomb.
chairman of the Athletics Board.
said they could not comment on the
closed -session meeting of the board.
Track coach Marshall Clark said
the Wilding process should be
brought out in the open.
Clark said, "We (track) have already been cut pretty severely.
. . We’re not even on the Richter
scale, that’s not the issue."
The 30-year-veteran of the coaching business said he was tired at
dealing with speculation.
"We’ve listened to rumors since
last February about track and field.
(The board is) still in the decision making process latentt funding) and
there are two weeks left in the semester." Clark said.
He said it is hard for his athletes to
go to a competition with the gossip
about funding being circulated.
Coach Clark said he heard at a Rotary Club meeting that track had lost
its funding.
See ATHLETICS, page II

Olympic stars
support track
Itt Hazel 55 hitman
Daily staff writer
Three world-cla.. track stars said
at a press conference Wednesday
that the possible elimination of
SJSU’s track and field team could
jeopardize San Jose’s position as a
capital for the sport.
While in town to promote an upcoming track meet. Bruce Jenner.
Harvey Glance and Jackie JoynerKersee all said SJSU’s continued
support for its track team is significant to the future of the sport in general.
Jenner took home a gold medal for
the United States in the decathlon at
the 1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal. Jenner described San Jose as
the ’hub for track and field."
The Olympic gold medalist said
SJSU holds an important place in
American history for its reputation
uts a "speed city’ and for the nurturing of excellent track athletes.
"I would hate to see ISJSU’s
:rack program) go. I would be willing to help, any thing that I could
do." Jenner said.
Glance, another track gold medalist, spoke about the possibility of
not having a Spartan track and field
team.
"That kind of stuff blows me
tsray Usually traek is not one of the
1// 01/MS, page /I

Professor hopes swallows return to Tower Hall
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer

Every year elaborate festivities are
held to celebrate the return of the
swallows to San Juan Capistrano.
SJSU Biology Professor Wilfred
Iltis said he would like to see a similar thing happen on campus. He
would like to see the swallows return
to Tower Hall.
"It would he nice to have a spring
festival celebrating the return of the
swallows to Washington Square."
he said. "We lack those kinds of traditions on campus."
A biology professor from San
Francisco State University will ex-

plain how he was able to bring the
birds back to that campus today at
1:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall. Room
250.
In 1960. Professor Robert Bowman was successful in leading a
movement to bring the swallows
back to the San Francisco campus.
The birds build nests underneath
the overhangs of buildings, and colony sizes vary depending inn the
amount of nesting space.
The swallows were lured back by
placing decoy nests in potential colony areas, which made the birds
think the area was safe.
Administration overseeing upkeep

of the grounds and buildings were
concerned about health hazards and
appearance resulting front the birds’
droppings. Bowman said. But he
said there is no health hazard.
Because swallows are migratory.
they cannot be removed without a
permit, but San Francisco’s administration failed to obtain one before the
eradication began. Bowman said.
Iltis said the same kind of situation may have occurred at SJSU. but
according to the facilities department
overseeing buildings and grounds,
no information about the swallow
eradicaton is available.
Bowman said the school adminis-

[ration is too concerned with maintaining a "functionally hygienic
campus. This means planting trees
that do not produce fruit and eradicating large bird colonies, this said.
He said there used to he 35-40 colonies living under the eaves of
Tower Hall. A white line now exists
where the nests used to hang on the
side facing Dudley Moorhead Hall
When the birds enter their nests.
they swoop into them from below.
and let go of their feces. Iltis said.
He said this created a mess on the
walls and the windows and needed to
be cleaned up often.
See BIRDS, page 8
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Wealthy crooks
greed on parade
Hotel magnate Leona Helmsley appears to he
discovering the intricacies of tax law the hard way.
011ie North. Ed Meese. Ivan Boesky: the U.S.
penal system is certainly blessed with distinguished
compan% these day s.
Forgive nit’ if this sounds heartless (even for a
mumalisti. hut I have
Ito
sy mpathy
hir
white collar criminak. They irritate
Me.

Here are perfectly
happy . affluent people w ho go and divert
funds and falsify records. They know ingly break the law.
hut they do so in a
suburban,
tedious
Jeff
way.
They have none
Elder
of the charm or style
or just human interest of professional criminals.
They’re just powerful, upright people who sneak
around cheating people. And I think they’re cluttering up the crime world.
Seeing these %sell -groomed bourgeoise folks he
It’d into court irks me. It’s like the Brady Bunch
parents practicing sodomy. Either the image or the
it IIta, to go,

Slay be w hat hugs me about white collar criminals is that their crimes are not good or down-toearth felonies with car chases and shoot-outs and
cops yelling. "Freeze. scum!’’ They’re not the
kind ot crimes you see on ’Ti. Hooker and
"Starsky and Hutch." They’re more like had episodes of .*Mission Impossible." where the crime is
calm and calculated, and you never really understand w hat the guy did, hut you can tell it’s illegal
and just plain sneaky.
I’d have a little more compassion if, for instance. John DeLorean just got fed up one night and
decided to knock over a 7 -Eleven. I’d be kind of
proud of
"So. John -o. You’re standin’ there, waiting to
pay for those Cocoa Puffs and that Trac II, and
something just snapped. You stabbed out your
Stirlhoro and said. ’All right. you Middle Eastern
grocier, give me everything in the drawer.’ Then
you made for the door, threw the sharpened
screwdriver in the trash and sped away in that stainless steel machine. Don’t worry, man. Well get
outta here.
It never works that way, though. It’s never an
impulse. These guys are never running down a hack
alley They ’re sitting in their offices, getting people
Iii run illegal errands for them. 011ie North made
Fawn Hall carry documents (absorbent?) in her underwear.
Dammit. man! Show some pride! Do some
grand theft auto, not this piddling diversion of
funds and influence peddling! If you’re going to he
a criminal, sock a guy in the jaw and drink whiskey
w ith a floosie in a hideout somewhere. We were not
raked on a steady diet of "Adam 12" just so you
could go 14, a minimum security prison and walk
around in a bathrobe talking on a cellular phone.
These guys aren’t good enough to be criminals.
They ’re just rich little sneaks, and 1 say throw the
hook at ’em. They owe a debt to society for giving
crime a had name. Maybe a good stint in the big
house will teach ’em some real criminal ways and
they’ll come out and gel tattoos and Saturday Night
Specials
Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m not advocating
more crime in this world. I’m as law-abiding as the
next guy. I wish there was no come (that way there
would be less television.) But if we’re going to
have crime, let’s have good old-fashioned stickups. not executive frauds that quietly cheat millions
of people.
Executives and government officials should
stick to cost projections and legislation. They have
no business breaking the law. Life already affords
them everything they need.
If these folks want to he criminals they should
drive around in cars without huh caps and say
things like. "Gimme that watch!" They should he
modern-day pirates.
Pretending to be model citizens while actually
cheating the system for millions of bucks is not just
illeual Its dishonest

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard
illustrations?
Then consider having your work published in the Spartan Daily next semester.
Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a caseby -case basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, fall semester editor in chief, or Mike
Lewis, fall semester Forum Page editor at
924-3280.
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Ron’s head is in the stars after all
It all makes sense now. I never
could understand how Ronald Reagan justified his foreign policy decisions. He seemed to act as if all he
had to do to alleviate dangers or negative side effects was to knock on
wood or throw salt over his shoulder.
The recent attention given to the
Reagans interest in astrology and
superstition, adds to this suspicion
Several White House sources, led by
former Chief of Staff Donald Regan.
charge that the president has relied
on the stars when making important
decisions.
Sudden and unexplained changes
in Reagan’s schedule give credence
to the claims.
Reagan’s advisers deny that astrology has directly influenced the president’s policy, hut acknowledge that
the First Lady frequently confers
with a seer and that she, in turn, advises her husband.
It’s bad enough that the president
needs cue cards to remember basic
greetings and that Larry Speakes and
Nancy have to fill in with the president’s statements whenever he can’t
deliver. That Nancy’s astrologer
may have been running the country
is terrifying.
While Reagan isn’t the only leader

Katarina Jonholt
to be superstitious. it is hardly consoling to know that Ferdinand and
Imelda Marcos also used to consult
the stars.
Imagine the following scenario:
"What’s in the stars for the world
today?" Reagan asks his wife as she
reads the day’s horoscope in the
morning paper.
"Well, the moon is nowhere near
its seventh house and Jupiter and
Mars are completely out of line so
you can’t sign any peace treaties
today. At least not any you intend to
comply with." she replies.
"How ’bout sending the boys
down to Honduras," the president
suggests.
"That uould he line But what it

it interferes with the Arias peace
plan and the war escalates and it
turns into another Vietnam, Cuba or
Grenada? What if our boys die?"
Nancy asks.
"Knock on wood."
Superstition is seen by fundamentalist groups as connected with black
magic and devil -worshipping. 1
usually don’t take these groups seriously. but if there is an anti-christ,
Ronald Wilson Reagan (count the
tellers) is it.
’s all right to joke about it, but
it’s nine to get serious. Are we going
to elect a president who thinks and
speaks for himself and gives rational
reasons for his decisions or will we
let George Bush carry on the Reagan
legacy?

Incidentally. a Los Angeles astrologer claims to have helped Reagan
choose Bush as a running mate in
1980. Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis has called
Bush’s upcoming nomination "the
astrology endorsement."
Will the only hope for this country
continue to he the eventual arrival of
"the age of Aquarius when peace
will guide the planet and love will
steer the stars?" -

Letters to the Editor
Seriously rude drivers

port. or should I say lack of support,
the Residential Life Office has received from the Spartan Daily. It
seems as if the paper’s main concern
is its student body, yet it continually
overlooks the interests of the 2.000
residents who live right under its
nose. These residents are the students who support the university the
most. They attend the athletic
events. They pay parking and tuition. They eat at the Student Union.
They support the university and deserve a little attention.
Maybe I have been unfair in saying we are never covered. Of course
we have received attention from the
Daily on select events. Unfortunately, these are negative reports. As
readers learn of suicide attempts.
fires, water shortages. even stories
of alleged "burnt out RA’s, yet we
very rarely hear of the good we do.
There are 54 RA’s all working diligently to improve campus life. We
do an average of 170 programs a semester. Why doesn’t anyone write
about those?
Ti anks for giving Residential Life
Office the support and attention it
deserves. It’s about time!
Coni NI. Harding
sophomore
International It ii si hIss Spanish

"We’ re Serious!.’ How many
times have we heard that? "We’re
Serious" is the nev- campaign slogan for County Transit, and it appears to be false advertising.
I recently decided to take County
Transit up on its offer to see how
"serious" its service can be. With
parking fees increasing. 1 figured I
would find an alternative route of
transportation. I do commend CT for
keeping the buses on time. That surprised me, because several years ago
they were always late. Maybe the
service has changed for the better. I
thought. I guess I spoke too soon.
I hadn’t used the system in so
many years. so I didn’t know if one
particular bus went as far as I needed
to go. It was Route 72 and every
other bus goes the full distance of the
route. I asked the driver a simple
question: "Does this bus go on
Branham Lane?"
His response was. "I’m going to
Los Gatos. Either get on the bus or
stay off." he said as he shut the
door.
Now I don’t know about you, but
that doesn’t make me feel welcome.
I was so steamed that I didn’t get the
bus number. And as it turned out,
Greeks are true gods
that was the bus I needed.
Before County Transit continues
FAlitor.
to say "We’re Serious." I think the
Let’s face it; ever since Julie Rogcompany should take a close look at
ers’ derogatory remarks about the
And
instead
of
drivers.
the bus
Greek system on April 20, the topic
spending so much money on false
has gotten a lot of attention. Good. If
advertising, the money should be
nothing else, her "Shooting from the
used for classes to improve the drivhip" comments drew attention to a
ers’ attitude.
sorely deserving subject .
Tim Strandberg
SJSU students should be pleased
Freshman
Iii have a newspaper that thoroughly
Business 1thoinistration
covers the issues on campus. In
to accomplish this goal, howEverything’s negative order
ever, the paper must cover every
Editor,
topic equally. Otherwise, a bias may
Well, it’s about time the Resi- grow into the paper. It would be undential Life Office got some public- fair to declare that the Greek system
ity, and positive publicity at that! I does not receive representation, but
was estatic and amazed that the Date what it does get, seems to be negRape Awareness Week received ative or just not positive. Take, for
such fantastic coverage.
example, the picture of Greek
As a resident adviser, I have been Week’s volleyball-a-thon in the
continually disappointed in the sup- April 18 issue. It was great to see a

picture of this event, hut it only included a short caption: it didn’t mention anything about the fad that it
raised thousands of dollars for our
own Spartan Foundation.
Also. on April 27. the Daily ran
an article by Dani Parkin :Med:
"Fraternity says ’Hell Week’ is tradition." The article displayed the
problem of hazing in Alpha Phi
Alpha, which needed to be shown.
But, even the headline associated
"fraternity" with the negative "Hell
Week" and hazing. when Alpha Phi
Alpha is an organization not even
recognized by SJSU or the Interfratem ity Council.
I cannot say that the Greek system
is a perfect one. but Greek students
and alumni are some of the most involved in campus activities and deserve a better showing for it.
Greg Blum
Sophomore
International Business

More positive news
Editor,
I am writing in response to your
article "Chicanos demand more representation." This was the first time
I that I saw a front page article on
Chicanos, but the fact is, that it was
only front page coverage because the
Chicanos took a negative position
against SJSU. If you feel that Chicanos deserve front page coverage,
why don’t you publish more positive
articles of what Chicanos are doing
in the community, or about the different programs that exist to help
Chicanos, or the many Chicanos
who have made it through the system
as professionals in the community?
These stories are never seen on the
front page of our newspaper.
As Mark Diaz-Infante said in the
article: "After all these years, discriminatory practices are still being
just talked about." This is the reason
why many young Chicanos don’t
complete their education. The solution of this problem is more Chicano
faculty at the high school level as
well as the university level.
Janina Fernandez
junior
Political Science

hallway holding my notebook and pen
Isat in the
as the blustering wind blew through the open
door. I looked away from the door, quietly observing the premises as I waited for my interview.
A sanctuary occupied a large wing of the building,
complete with organ. piano. pews and a cross.
Through an open door I saw long tables and chairs
that filled the cafeteria. On the hallway walls were
pictures of men with a sign "Graduates" above
them and the year they graduated.
As I was wondering what they graduated from,
two men walked through the door and stood in the
windy hallway near me. One of the men told someone behind the counter that he just met this man at
the train station and he had nowhere to sleep that
night and asked if he could stay here.
The man behind the counter told the frail looking, homeless elder what time they served dinner and when they held church service.
The stranger would have a warm clean bed to
sleep on that night and clean pajamas to wear while
his own clothes were being washed. Nowhere else
on the downtown streets of San Jose would that
man have a better offer than he had just received
from the Cityteam Ministries Rescue Mission.
I rose from my chair as Ray Mills, the mission’s
house manager, quickly walked toward me. We
tried to escape in his office only to be interrupted
with occasional questions from people who poked
their heads in.
He said the Mission serves about 350 people
each day and five mealtimes are scheduled, including two that are off-site to homeless and street people.
Twenty-five men currently participate in a residential drug and alcohol program. When they have
completed the program, eliminating substance
abuse from their lifestyles, they will get their picture on the wall in the hallway, showing that they.
have graduated.
Also included in the five ministries provided
through the mission are family and youth outreach
programs. Staffers and volunteers attempt to offer
street people direction for the future as well as the
simple basics, such as food and a decent place to
sleep.
Downstairs was an oversized cloak room holding men’s jackets, trousers, sweaters and shoe..
Clothing is distributed every Monday. Wednesday.
and Friday. Around the corner from that was an
outside entrance and a sign that read "Showers"
and ’duck:". This area allowed daily showers and
a drop off for dirty clothes.
Volunteers worked quickly in the kitchens,
looking up only briefly at passers-by as they prepared to feed the small army that would arrive
soon. Fresh vegetables lay on a large tin table wait7
ing to be washed and chopped. Canned gouda
stacked on the the shelves in the large pantry nearby
was looking depleted.
Upstairs are large barrack -like rooms with clean
linen on the hunk beds that can accommodate about
40 men.
There are also meeting rooms upstairs that the
men use for group and one-on-one discussion.
Some talk about drug and alcohol problems, or simply the frustrations of living on the streets.
Ray said it is the volunteers who make the mission run. They always need help. especially around
the holidays. Last Christmas 1,5(X) food baskets
were prepared for the needy, and 1,200 were made
at Thanksgiving.
old gray building on Julian Street is held
The
together completely by donations and volunteer efforts. If good -willing citizens don’t
drop off clothing. Ray and his staff of volunteers
have to turn people away. If canned food and produce isn’t brought and unloaded from the cars (it
the good Samaritans every day, people will starve
just blocks away from SJSU.
So, just blocks away from this temple of charity
and kindness is a community of 27,0(X) students,
faculty and administrators who don’t have to simply feel empathy for these unfortunates. That just
isn’t enough. And pity doesn’t mean squat. We’re
just taking up space on their streets when we’ve got
the means to help and we don’t do anything.
Let’s think about it as we’re nearing the end of
the semester and bettering ourselves with the opportunity of studying at SJSU. Just don’t think
about it for too long. People are going hungr%
Charlotte Klopp is Associate Editor on the
daily. Insight Out will appear once more next
l’hursday . For more information on the rescue
mission or giving donations contact Charlotte at
924-3280.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you our
readers. Your ideas. comments,
criticisms and suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we can better serve the
campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic
However personal attacks and letters in poor
taste will not be published. All letters may be
edited for length or libel. Letters must bear the
writer’s name, major, phone number and class
level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to the
Student Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority of
the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They run
with a byline and appear in the upper left corner.
Three Daily editors write a weekly column. The rest of the editors and reporters
write columns on a rotating basis.
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SJSU to host eight annual
blues festival this weekend
Fountain will flow, good times will roll
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

We’ve all heard of the Blues
Brothers, but, the Blues Mothers?
On Sunday, you’ll likely find
some main’ moms, celebratng their
day at the Eighth Annual Fountain
Blues Festival on the lawn by Tower
Hall.
And why not The fountain will
flow, 4,000 to 5.0(8) people are expected, compact disc players will be
raffled off, and a legendary guitar
player will pick the blues.
Buddy Guy.. a blues legend called
the best in world by colleagues like
Eric Clapton. is flying up from Brazil to headline the show.
John Lee Hooker and Bo Diddly
headlined last year and in 1984,
making the festival a big success.
but Guy’s reputation as a blues genius should make this year’s concert
the best ever, said Kari Peterson,
concerts director, on Wednesday.
"We’ve had a lot of phone calk."
she said. "Everyone is really excited
about it."
The festival will start at I p.m.
and end at about 6:30 p.m. Other
acts will include local band Andy
Just and the Shapes, the Bobby Murray Band, Beau Kane’s Blues Train,
Little John Chrisley and Maurice
McKinnies.

Spartan Shops will provide refreshments, Blues Festival T-shirts
will be on sale, and sponsor the Federated Group will offer several compact disc players to be raffled off to
lucky holders of SI winning tickets.
Beau Kane said Wednesday he
was honored to be on the same hill
with Guy.
"He’s one of my idols," Kane
said. "It’s great to see the A.S.
bring in such a great talent, as well
as the best blues bands of the Bay
area."
On Sunda,. Kane will bring a new
addition to his band, which also
played the Blues Festival last year.
"My 10-year-old son. Samuel
will play alto (saxophone) with us."
Kane said. "He made his debut s ith
us last week. If I were him I’d he
scared to death, but he just gets up
there and blows."
Little John Chrisley, who was a
child blues star himself, made his
debut with Guy.
"Buddy was the first guy I ever
said
Chrisley
played
with."
Wednesday. I was about 12. Robert Cray was playing guitar."
Chrisley said he doesn’t have any
specific advice for young Kane.
"It’s all in what you play. man, not
in what you say," he said.
Andy Just and the Shapes guitarist

SpartaGuide
SpartaGunic is a dads "ilentlar azine is now on sale in the
far SISU student, ’molt\ and stag bookstore. Call 924-4426 for infororgani:ation% liemN nun be sub- mation .
mitted on form% in the Dinfl office. Artists Guild: Spring Sale. Through
Dwight Hensel Hall Room 208, but Mayo. Mon.-Thurs.: 8 a.m.-8 p.m..
will not be accepted over the phone. Friday: 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Art Quad.
Deadline .fia the next day’s publica- Call 272-4704 for information.
tion! ls MPHIL
Psychology Department:
Prof
Gene Medinnus is studying twin
TODAY
relationships and twin bereavement.
Chicana Alliance: Cinco de Mayo. He would like to interview twins or
stique band. Noon- I p.m.. Am- one member of a set of twins. Call
phitheater. Call 924-2516 for infor- 924-5646 for information andior apmation.
pointment.
Meteorology Department: Jim Art Department: Design Alumni
Melton of the Santa Clara Valley Exhibition. Art Gallery I. Mon.Water District discusses "Santa Thurs.: 11 a.m.-4 p.m. plus Tues. 6Clara County Water Supply: Ration- 8 p.m. Through May 26 in Art
ing in ’88." 8-8:50 a.m.. Duncan Building 127. Call 924-4328 for
Hall 614. Call 924-5200 for infor- more in
mation.
Department of Theatre Arts: Pre
N’ovInlim Vit Vo Dab Club: Prac- sents CAMELOT, May 6-14 at s
tice. 5:30-645 p.m.. SPX 209. Call. p.m. and 7:30 p.m. May 7. Univer292-4550 for information.
sity Theater. For more information
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Picnic call 9244551.
at the FIBQ pits - bring food. 4-7
FRIDAY
p.m. Call 263-2312 for information.
Chicon Alliance: Cinco de Mayo,
refreshments, poetry and comedians.
5-10:30 p.m.. Amphitheater. Call
924-2516 for information.
Ski Club: Meeting and elections.
7:30 p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room.
Call 268-5633 for information.
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
p.m.. Art Building 139. Call 2778225 for information.
Bahai Club: Meeting. 7-8:30 p.m.,
S.C. Pacheco Room. Call 293-3811
for information.
Christian Science Organization:
Testimony meeting. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Pacheco Room. Call 245-2389 for
information
Department of Journalism and
Annual
Mass C lllllllll inication:
banquet. Gue-a speaker: Dennis Britton, Dept. 1-,d air of the L.A. Times.
6 p.m., Radisson Hotel, San Jose.
Call 253-8781 for information.
Against
Mohilizatkm
Student
AIDS: Planning meeting. 2 p.m.
924Room.
Call
S.U. Montalvo
6240 for information.
Reed Magazine/English Department: 42nd edition it Reed Mag-

’I’ heat re Department: Finals of 8th
kauc her (’ompetition. 12:30 p. iii
Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall.
Chicana Alliance: Cinco de M.;
BBQ. Noon -6 p.m. and 1:45
p.m. at the BBQ pits. Call 924-25 I i;
for information.
Chinese Student Association: Elec
tionipizza party. 6 p.m. (Please be
punctual) Chuck E. Cheese’s Pizza
Time Theatre. Tully Road. Call 251
0153 for information.
SMAA, Ails Project, Campus
ministries: HIV Support Group
3:00 p.m. Campus Ministries, 1(811
and San Carlos streets. Call 298(1204 for inlOrmation
SATURDAY
Spartan Programming Ensemblv:
Seminar: "How To Survive in
DOs." 10 am. -noon. Sweenev
Hall, Room 217. For information
call 924-2565.
Ohana of Hawaii: Hawaiian Luau.
5-9:00 p.m. St. Francis C’abrini
Hall. 15333 %Ward Road. Tickets
on sale at the A.S. Business Office.
Call 274-2755 or 251-4667 for information.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)

John Wedemeyer say sii is a thrill to
be on the same stage as Guy, whom
he described as "one of the Founding Fathers of the Blues."
"I’ve opened for Buddy before.
and it’s really exciting just being on
the same stage with him." Wedemeyer said.
The fountain, which has been dry
for two years because of liability
problems cited by President Gail
Fullerton. will flow for the festival.
The festival, as always. features
live admission. The concert, which
Peterson estimates will cost $8,500,
is being sponsored by the Associated
Students Program Board. Student
Union Promotions and the Federated
Group.

Reportms
Douglas Alger Suzanne Del msg. Jeff Elder Serena
Ciritath Jim lint, Non Itaynes Kannn, Jonhoh. J.
Kamm Mike I ewm I aura M L ukes Seen Montgons
en, Kara Myers Lite Osnosin Rani Parkin. Jennifer
Truman Vic VOgle, I.. Welker Kathy Whin lime’
Whitman
Photographers:
I Fluthern Ron alien Kendra I in

%V ASH I NC, ION I APt - Federal ethics ttllwials
want to know why Attorney General Edwin Meese III
solicited 30.000 lawyers and businessmen to pay
more than 53.000 apiece to a profit-inaking organization to attend a conference.
The Office of Government Ethics on Tuesday
launched an investigation into Meese’s April 26 letter. said Frank Q. Nebeker, the head of the ethics office.
Meese’s letter - written on his official stationery
and emblazoned with the Justice Department seal was sent to 30,000 people whose names were "pro-

WASHINGTON (AP) - An
eight -page government AIDS pamphlet being mailed to every U.S.
household is a straight -talking attempt to educate Americans about
the deadly disease, including the role
condoms can play in preventing its
spread. the nation’s health chief said
today.
"The brochure lays out the facts
of what everyone needs to know."
Health and Human Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen said in an interview.
"It’s written in plain, easy.
straightforward language that is at
about the 12 -to-13 -year-old reading
level," said Bowen. "It doesn’t
mince words, yet it is in good taste.
It stresses proper behavior and it
stresses values and responsibilities.

He said the letter -site booklet th.a
will begin appearing in mailbow.
May 26 seeks to emphasize how
AIDS is and is not transmitted and
"to get the message out that it is behavior that puts one at risk."
He added that the material was
prepared under the guidance of a variety of federal officials. including
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop.
Koop has been the administration’s most visible spokesman on
AIDS, or acquired immunity deficiency syndrome, since issuing his
initial 36-page report on the disease
in October 1986 at President Rea’
gun’s request.
He has often run into opposition
from administration officials outside
the health department for his per
sistenee in calling for the use of c,..

GET SET

doms by sexually achse people not
in monogomous relationships.
The main avenues of spreading
the human immunodeficiency virus.
or HIV, are through sexual contact.
needles or syringes shared 115 drug
abusers, infected blood or blood
products. and from infected pregnant
women to their offspring.
The chief victims of AIDS have
been homosexual men and intravenous drug abusers

PART-TIMEJOB
flexible hours
good pay
COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
BENEFICIAL
Call

Come in TODAY... You’ll Fall in Love With Our Service
"While you wait Service"
- - - - - I
Grand Opening
We also repair
Specials
Briefcases and
LADIES’
MEN’S
Luggage
Rubber
RE ELS
"The Only Gauranteed
HEELS
Shoe Repair"

$1.95

Ti

$4.50

S5.00 Value
I No Limit

COBBLER’S
BENCH

Reg. $9.00
Value

Expires 5/30/88
626 Town & Country Village
San Jose, across
from T&C Theater

LCCESLS

onathan: 280-7777

A Deal on Quality Heels

FORA FAST GETAWAY
249-0439

65 South 1st. Street
San Jose, 11.11 Blk.
298-1 I 9 I
N. of The Fairmont

takes off on Monday

STUDY MEDICINE
IN ISRAEL

GRAD

ATTENT

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH

TOURO-TECHNION PROGRAM

(or soon to be!)

Combine an M.D. from Israel
with an M.A. from the U.S.
APPiy Now

open to qualified premed arid

Worthington Chevrolet/Yugo
of Cupertino
Invites You
to enjoy the rewards
of a higher education!
’REBATES UP TO $1600.
I no credit experience required I

Call Dale Stalie, Fleet Manager
for details on the GM
mtf&’
"Honor Plans"

science graduates with MCATs

FOR
FALL 1988

benefits include lower tuition and
living costs, and a stimulating
scientific environment

5 -year cooperative program of Touro College aria
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Faculty 01

Medicine, a world class medical school
U.S. phase (1 yr.): M.A. from Touro, science and
language studies
Israel phase (4 yrs.): bridging program, clinical studies,
advanced clinical rotations. thesis: meets U.S. licensure
requirements; ECFMG certified graduates can
participate in AMA approved residency programs.
For applications or information contact
CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION TOURO COLLEGE
300 Nassau Road. Huntington. NV 11743

TOU10

516-421-2244
EXT 350351

An Animator. Acton Fgt. OPPorlunity institutor

cal 5F10111

(408) 253-4000
’expires 5/1 1/85

nEl FIVE
BRANCHES
:R1*, INSTITUTE

TEST PREP SESSIONS
ON CAMPUS
offered by Continuing Education

presents a perspet ti s e ,r.1 professional .. amine in

TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
CAREER DAY

Account Foreruns..
Deanne Radon John Burke Kimberley 1:ane 54,11
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Weisman Cindy Willthms

ft California theCertafted Acupuncrunst C.A.) is a Primary Healthcare Provider
The Amencan Education in this held has reached J Stsled beyond pioneering to
create a growing and matunnix protesstenal status in the clinical applications et
traditional Chinese medicine. live Branches Institute has an outstanding
icademic and clinical curriculum leading to a new, set traditional pmtession %se.
toYite sou to loin us Ina day ot lectures presentations, videos and demonstration,
.1111. ,-,m1rtis in ,;anta (-rut

I lam

Traditional Chinese Medicine Into. 20th Century
Mernoers o ’ac -:v
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Renato Srwers, C A an0
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Special Protect@ Group:
erme Calla I erry Jackson Jan Jones Don I mdi
Cherney Penn Roseman* Smith Melanie Wegner

2 Saturdays. 1 Sunday
May 7. May 15, May 21; 1 p.m. - 4:30 p m
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3 Sundays
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lint Frown Jon Ilaaard Joe Margins
Shinn

vided by everyone from the American Bar Assoc id
’ion, the advisory committees on both sides, io the
American Chamber of Commerce in Japan." said
Norm Swanson, chairman of the Citizen Ambussadin
Program, the profit -making group that is a cosponsin
of the meeting along with a Japanese federation.
A presidential order on ethics forbids federal off i
chits from engaging in conduct that might present the
appearance of favoritism, conflict of interest or loss
of objectivity in governmental decision making. The
appearance of such a problem is enough to trigger an
investigation. It also is a crime to use the Justice De
panment seal for non -authorized purposes
Meanwhile, sources said Tuesday. that Meese re
versed a Justice Depanment position on the hreakup
of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. at a time
when he owned S14.0(X) in regional Bell stock. And
the Los Angeles Times reported today that a Senate
subcommittee will report that Meese violated government policy when he tried to help the Wedtech Corp.
Meese will be heading a 1 S. delegation to the
Aug 29 -Sept. 1 legal and e,onomic conterince

All U.S. homes to receive AIDS pamphlet
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Allen captures PCAA’s No. 1 singles title
11,) Ron Has nvs
Daily staff write,
hi Iliens 1C11111, aatiOn last week
end, Malcolm Allen scored a
straight -set victory, 7-5, 6-2, over
UC-Irvine’s Mark Kaplan to capture
the No. 1 singles title at the PCAA
Championships in Las Cruces. N.M.
Allen became the first Spartan to
win a PCAA singles title since
Layne Lyssy won the No. 6 singles
tide in 198h. In 1980. Nial Brash
was the last Spartan to win the No. 1
spot at the championships.
Allen’s first win came Friday
when he defeated No. 3 seated Jeff
Greenwald from CC Santa Barbara.
This win lifted Allen’s confidence
and avenged a pre% rous defeat by
Greenwald in San Jose during the
regular season when Allen was nursing an inured ankle. The following
day. Greg Faila, rated Ni’ g in the
nation from Long Beach State. became Allen’s second victim and set
up the championship match between
Kaplan. the tournnament’s Ni’ I

SPORTS
seeded player. and the \o 6 -seeded
Allen.
"He’s a real good. solid. allaround player. I had to play tough to
beat him." Allen said of Kaplan.
who is ranked No. 13 in the nation.
Allen. whose record is now 20-4,
proved a much quicker player on the
court than Kaplan and believes his
speed. coupled is lib the desire to
win, was the decisive factor.
more
’I wanted to suit real had
than anything." Allen said. "I’ve
I wanted
been working real hard
it real had.
Allen must have really wanted it
because he had to overcome three
tough competitors to take the tournament. He said they were "all tough’
and anyone of them %% ere capable id
winning.

In recent weeks. Allen’ s play has
improved considerably since coming
ofi the injury . as shown by his tout
nament success. hut he is still not at
a hundred percent and requires a
daily w hirlptmil treatment to II’. di
come the initiry
Bring seeded sixth in the ii
mein didn’t bother Allen lie still
leli that his chances werc as good as
highei seated play els
I he tact that 1 ii Is seeded sixth
was not a real rellt...t ion ot %lila hap
pored I was hurt this y eat (But
Howl the ankle is rood It .2etting
better each clay
Allen said admit.
tiny he had
tt pa!, iod of
concern si hen his mimed anklc
Main" ""k ffid isas".1 11"1"’"’"V
as quit k Is as hi, had cal het 1)4 yeti
The itest
lot Allen is tilt
land NI.1 Nl \ \
I out uiuuiciii
iii
i.- ut Ilic natio!u s
(aeorgia
v, ill batik’
hesi
iciinis
ii ow it Ilk Is’,11 \
I ianking
Flu sonlident Allen is lust as omi
misfit about it as hi was ilk l’C \ \

during tournament play in New
Mexico. "I hope this wins him a
spot in the Natonals."
Hubbell said the initial matchup of
Allen against Greenwald may have
set the lone for the rest of the tournament. With each match. Allen’s conlidence became inone apparent and
by the time he was set to play Kaplan, he was read).

’I wanted to win real
bad
more than
anything. I’ve been
working real hard
I wanted it real bad.’

Hubbell and Allen both attributed
Allen’s outstanding play to hard
work and the will to win. But Huh.
hell noted that Allen had served extremely well throughout the tournament. and believes this may have
made the difference.

Malcolm Allen,
PCAA champion

After playing well in the PCAA
I leet that my hard work has tow iiament play and piaiscsi %lien tournament. the Spartans ended regbeen oa% mg off up to this point At for his effort prior to the tournament ular season play, losing 7-0 to
the moment 1 feel like I can win it.
"I thought we played well." he tounh-ranked Pepperdine at South
Campus on Tuesday.
Anything is possible
said.
Jeff Petersen. the Spanans’ No. 5
I )espilt liisiiig semi)i Iiuiii Shee"Malcolm had an unbelievable
han to a hack injury a few weeks three day
I think he worked hard singles player, was the only Spartan
to
win a set over the highly talented
agii. (’ouch John Hubbell was happy. (before the tournament) and I think it
is till the team’s perionnance during paid ot t
he said ol Allen’s triumph netters front Pepperdine.

Woman trainer prepares longshot for Derby
49er cornerbacks
absent at minicamp
SANTA CLARA tAPt
Don
Griffin and Tim McKyer. the San
Francisco 49ers’ starting cornerbacks last season, were absent
Wednesday w hen the team convened at its new facility in Santa
Clara for a three-day minicamp.
"Both are under contract and
both have an obligation to he
here.’’ stated John McVay. the
NFL team’s general manager.
McVay said that the two had
requested that their contracts he
renegotiated. Grin in is scheduled
to make S95.500 this year on the
inal %eat 01 his contract. while
1..K.et is set to get S155.000.
plus a sb0.000 deterred signing
bonus, this season on the second
year of a three-year deal.
Also not showing up were linebacker Milt McColl and strong
safety Carlton Williamson. both
of whom are tree agents and not
required to report
Safety Ronnie I ,,it also with-

out a contract. showed up in
Santa Clara but did not participate
in drills
Center Randy Cross was escused lriiutt the camp.
Meanwhile. quarterback Joe
Montana said he heard the trade
rumors 111%01\ mg him while taca
ironing in the Grand Cayman Is
lands.
"I figured that it there was any
truth to the rumors. that I would
get a call trom Bill I Vs Ash) when
I got back
said Montana. "But
it didn’t bother me. This is a business and those things happen
Montana, who had the bursas
sac in his right unit removed in
offseason surgery. said that the
arm feels good and he’s anxious
Ii’ start playing again.
"We had a good year last season and there’s no reason sx hy we
shouldn’t hase :mottle) L’.hid
year." he said.

Iii
Int’ltiVII
iAl’i
:time Camenivi siimils like iii .iuiut’i
’What’s going on hoe ’
said
Tuesday as the theses being is alkyd
around the shed row s amt. to a sud
den stop
There were no replies and the
horses wen: soon on their 5% as get
ting then escercise
Beady to take some horses to the
naming
k at Churchill Dow us.
she told Ito groom. -I hope you
base Oil NC bandage, ii in a hors...,
legsl wrapped tight I don iw am

them falling oft when we get on the
k
ou promise me they won’t
ott ’
1 tic man nodded that esery thing
was iii outlet
arpentei . 47. is busy this week
preparing a longshot gelding named
Kingoosi thc %inure! ol the Jim
/icon. ’stakes. foi Saturday ’ 114th
ky Derby
I nily irse women hase saddled
1)erhy starters and Carpenter is one
of them !Hushing 12th %Anil 13110\1
Illthilll %% horn she also owned. in

1984. She will he the first woman to
train two Derby starters.
"Biloxi Indian didn’t want to win
she said. "This one
the Derby
wants to v% in it. He has a good
chance here."
The last female trainer with a
Derby horse was Patti Johnson,
sk hose Fast Account ran fourth ill

’THURSDAY MAY 5M
12 Noon - 1 00 *
SO. Amphitheater
- Mestique Band* 5.00 - 5.95 *
Ref, eshments
* 5
- 6.00 *
-Juvencia Romo* 6.00 - 7:00
-Felix AlvarezMusic/Poetry/ Folklore

May 7 - 8
Open Every Saturday and Sunday
Parking

2435 Lafayette ( At Martin ), Santa Clara 980-0777

on your Resume

I CLASS
$09F00’88

We offer career counseling ond full
resume services that are personal,
professional and resonable.
Entry level *Academic
*Management
.Business

KEN’S, HUBB BARBER SHOP c.
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM

644 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos
(408) 354-2275

10 A) off Nexxus Products

The California Highway Patrol is
offering a rewarding and challenging career for the position of:

and receive a tree gift with this ad.
ITEMS TO RELIEVE
CRYSTALS, CANDLES. AND
ANXIETY AND TO
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
AND INTER -PERSONAL
EXCELLENCE
HEALING
LOVE OILS
CRYSTALS NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
NEW AGE MUSIC
DECORATIVE AND
BOOKS ON NEW AGE
HEALING PURPOSES
SpirituaL and Psychic Reacting Available

L

791 So First St

Virginia

San Jose, CA 95113

(408) 998-0648

"A New Breed
of Restawant"

NOW HIRING
Experienced and Career Minded

STATE TRAFFIC
OFFICER
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A unique opportunity It you want to work
rd for a rapidly
growing successful chain, call and talk with us Nobody can
match our combination of

L

It

4
4

la

ive on the gold ring of your

good compensation
performance based bonus
advancement opportunity
unique working environment
Call or come in and see why The Mouse is a great new place
to work Contact
Jon Jenett
271 University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 326-0994

----------------

Females, and Spanish speaking (bilingual) men and women
are encouraged to apply Starting salary $241010 $3011/mo
Age 20-31 For information arid application contact your local
CHP office or call (415) 863-7848

MANAGERS
ASSISTANTS
FULL-TIME WORKERS

i MISSION VALLEY FORD
1.780 E. BROKAW RD. AT 880, SAN JOSE 436-2920j

GOLD RING SALE

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION

-

CongratulationAl;

I

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE

TRUCKS

If you’re a graduating senior
MISSION VALLEY FORD TRUCKS
will give you up to $900 Factory Rebate
to be used as a down payment on a new
’88 FORD TRUCK’.
MISSION VALLEY FORD & The Ford Motor Company
have a special Finance Plan for Seniors
who need to establish credit.
Eligible trucks include Rangers, Bronco Ils & Aerostars

POSITIONS
IMMEDIATE
AVAILABLE

todit
nitui Spirit

re

REBATE

Los Gatos Resume Services

318 South 10th Street San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

1* 7./ 5 - 7.95 *
-f olklorico Nacional
Mexleano* 8.00 - 9.00 4,
Culture Clash Comedy* 9.00- 10.00 41
-Juan Herrera Poetry
* / 0.00 - 10.45
Closing

CELEBRATION /988

CONGRATULATIONS GRAD%
Student Discounts

"Women are no longer a novelty
around the racetrack." said Carpenter. who has 14 horses in training. "But I don’t want to be doing
this when I’m 60 leave that for
Woody Stephens. I want to be in
marshmallow heaven."

CINCO DE MAYO

CLOTHING FAIR
VALLEY INDOOR SWAP MEET
Free
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*I
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11- 14)1111111-6121i
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at Valley Fair
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara

$20
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Expires 3/31/88
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Dons clip Spartans 5-4
By Sean NIonigiontery
Daily staff writer
Winning games in hunches has
been a problem for the Spartan baseball team all year long.
Once again, a possible win streak
ended Tuesday with a 5-4 non -conference loss to USF.
After coming off a successful Iwoout -of-three weekend series against
Long Beach State, SJSU looked as
though it was going to make the
jump to the .500 mark, something
they have been !lining with all year
long. Instead. the Spartans fell two
games below that coveted line.
SJSU, 28-30 overall, 7-11 in
PCAA, seem to win a few and then
lose a kw.
The Spartans did put together a
string of nine wins hack in March.
hut that was preceeileil hs a seven -

Baseball
game losing streak. Next to this, the
longest win streak was four games in
February. Other than these two
streaks. SJSU has been unable to
string more than two wins in a row.
In the last two weeks of play, the
Spartans are playing .500 ball with a
record of 5-5. In its last six road
games. SJSU is 4-2.
The Spartans road luck couldn’t
hold up. Tuesday afternoon, playing
a make-up game against USF (1530-1) in San Francisco, SJSU came
up on the losing end of the stick despite out hitting the Dons 10 to 6.
Losing pitcher Robert Sapp (3-3)
gave up six hits and struck out 10
while walking only one in a corn-

plete game effort.
It was USF’s Arnie Sambel who
ruined the day for SJSU. Sambel
knocked a three-run homer in the
eighth with the Dons down4-2.
The Spartans’ John Bracken, who
is leading the starting team in the
batting average department during
PCAA games with .391. hit a tworun single in the eighth. Bracken
now has 10 RBI in his last four
games.
SJSU’s Kelly Coan and Eric Nelson each went 2 for 4 against the
Dons.

TouRnEg

Emery was also able to lead the Spartans back at
PAL Stadium Monday with a first game roasting of
UNLV 6-4. Emery pitched five innings, surrendering
eight hits and four runs.
Leading the SJSU battery was second baseman
Christy Eustice and Cafini, both with two hits.
Left fielder Suzy Sheets and Cafini both had two
RBI.
Dean took the mound in the second game and allowed no one to score on three hits, leading the Spartans
to a 2-0 win.
Cornelius hit a triple for SJSU, with one RBI on a
Jennifer Trunuin
total of two hits.

K.C. Jones.
Celtics’ head coach
player and two in four years as their
head coach. A third is possible this
year.
In the past 24 seasons as a player.
head coach and assistant coach in the
NBA. Jones won 12 titles and
reached the finals three other times.
What more was there to achieve?

There was a rule passed in
1971i against unfair crowd noise
in college football but it has been
difficult to enforce.

SJSU
spRinG
8 -BALL

fourth game. SJSU turned 10 hits, including a double
from Cafini, and five Rainbow errors into eight runs.
Pitcher Leann Emery only allowed one run on nine
hits, two of the extra-base variety, one a double and the
other a triple.

’It’s good for me. It’s
good for the family.
It’s good for Jimmy.
Why sit around and
wait another three
or four years?’

Coaching from the sidelines in
college football became legal in
1967. Previously it had resulted
in a 15 -yard penalty.

On Jan. 25. 1988. Rickey
Green of the Utah Jazz scored the
5 millionth point in NBA history
on a three-point play.

The first radio Im-0.1,-,,st of a

Elimination

Double

Draw for pairings
5 of 5 Rach fTlatcnes
4 of 7

Jones achieves all of his goals;
wants to spend time with family
WELLESLEY, Mass. (AP)
The child’s game of "Perfection
lay on the floor of K.C. Jones’ family room.
Wind the timer and try to fit all 25
variously shaped plastic pieces into
their proper holes before time expired and the pieces popped out.
Earlier Tuesday, Jones said he
would step down as coach of the
Bbston Celtics after this NBA season, his fifth’ in the job. He had
achieved all the sporting success he
needed, wanted to spend more time
with his family and had a close
friend and qualified successor assistant coach Jimmy Rodgers
ready to take over.
The pieces were in place. The
time was right.
"It’s good for me. It’s good kir
the family. It’s good for Jimmy."
Jones said. "Why sit around and
wait another three or four years?’’
Jones. 56. won eight NBA championships in nine years as a Celtic

The greatest number of points
in a college football game was in
1916 when Georgia Tech laid it
on Cumberland College, 222-0.

Ed Reulbach of the Chicago
Cubs shut out the Brooklyn
Dodgers in both halves of a double-header in 1908 and set a big
league record.

SJSU will finish up its season
against fifth-ranked Fullerton State
this weekend in a three -game series
beginning Friday at 7 p.m. Saturday’
and Sunday’s games are scheduled
for I p.m starts.

Norm Nixon of the Los An
geles Lakers in 1980 and Sleepy
Floyd of Golden State share the
NBA record for the most minutes
played in a game. Floyd played
64 minutes in a four-overtime
game in 1987. equalling Nixon’s
mark, also in four overtimes

World Series game was 1921
when the New York Giants beat
the New York Yankees. Sportswriter Grantland Rice was at the
mike.

First baseman "Sunny Jim"
Bottomley of the St. Louis Cardinals drove in 12 runs in a 1924
game against the Brooklyn Dodgers and set a major league record.

Softball squad hits jackpot
against UNLV; sweeps series
SJSU softball won four of six games over the weekend, splitting four games with Hawaii. and sweeping two
games from UNLV.
The big hitter for the Spartans on the Hawaii trip was
center fielder Jill Dolce. who collected six hits over the
four games. Backing up Dolce in the hitting department
was right fielder Sharon Cafini. who collected four hits
including a double in the fourth game which sparked the
Spanans to a 8-1 win over the Rainbows.
Tina Roberts, the pitcher in the second game, a 5-4
Hawaii win, had two hits, including a triple, in game two
to drive in three runs.
The Spanans dropped the first game 4-0. Gale Dean
pitched a complete game, allowing four unearned runs.
In Saturday’s first game. Dean again was a hard-luck
pitcher. Dean allowed two runs, one earned, but only received one run of offensive support. Cafini lead the
Spartans in the third game with two hits.
The Rainbows took a stomping from SJSU in the

Sports Shorts

Only one major league pitcher
has posted two straight no-hitters.
Johnny Vander Meer, pitching
for Cincinnati in 1938.

In

Finals

Monday, May 9, 7:00 p
(early rounds1

16, 7:00 pm

Monday, May
conclusionl

"Not being ambitious ... and
wanting to win another nine titles,"
he said, adding he was ready for his
move into the front office as a club
vice president and director of player
personnel.

Entry

"I’ll still be with the Celtics." he
said. "It’s a love affair with the Celtics."
The decision, as many things
about the quiet, mild-mannered
Jones are, "was very laid back.
very, very easy. It was nothing monumental, just something I want to
do."
He said the pressure of being an
NBA coach wasn’t a factor.
"The only pressure I had was the
first year. I put it on myself. I was a
rookie coach," Jones said. "My
stomach’s never churned,"
Now he won’t have to spend a lot
of time at training camp and practices. He’ll have more time to relax
with his family and friends.

Fee-

$7.50

1st place

2nd place

3rd place

Biagio Billiard Cue

Padded Cue Case

Free Billiard Time

RESERVE

OUR SPOT flow!

Student Union Games Area 924-6400

Congratulations Class of ’88
Nobody Sells Volkswagens for Less

STAR SEARCH

Come and see our Class of 88’s,

A.S. Leisure Services is looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S. Leisure Services!

c)

DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS

r

You have experience as an official and are knowledgeable in a variety of sports. Your
job will be to recruit, supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials You will
also be responsible for completing reports and coordinating official training clinics.
You are a leader and can motivate others

1

-

T-1

_

r/

Savings for all students:
$0 down *
No payment for 65 days *
Special Spartan discount (with student I.D.)
$4,000 rebate on selected models
6.9% financing available on selected models*
credit

$4 65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SUPERVISOR

’On approved

You have experience in sports as a league director and sports official anlyou
have had experience in supervising other staff You will be hinng, [raining, supervising, and
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials. You are mature,
dependable, level headed and responsible You can do it all!!

KEEP A GREAT THING GOING
GENUINE VOLKSWAGEN PARTS 8. SERVICE MINI11111
II

80 per hour

P

and we’ll make your first payment.

ASSISTANT

You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills. You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll, personnel, and accounting. You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records. You are organized, assertive, and have knowledge of A.S.L.S. programs.

$5

(-"t

--

$5 05 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ADMINISTRATIVE
(WORK STUDY)

61.4f I
,

\1/4.

20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WERE
LOOKING FOR!!
Applications and complete job descriptions are available in the
Student Activities Office. (next to the pub)

imeEI
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

924-5950

41m1.11M=M11=1110111h

Bring your Volkswagen
into our SERVICE DEPT
with this coupon and
receive:
Lube, Oil , and Filter Special
$14.95 ( a $49.95 value)
FREE 27 point vehicle
inspection ( a $54.50 value)
15% off parts & service

expires 5-31-88
onowinmen

re,

=BIM

VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CA. 95115
(408) 286-8800
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Jello Biafra speaks against censorship
By Laura M. I.ukas
Deify staff writer
Sarcasm is the name in the game in the
fight against censorship in the ’Mrs. kilo
Biafra. former lead singer of the now defunct punk band the Dead Kennedy.. delivered his anti -censorship message to an audience of about 200 in the Student Lniiin
Ballroom Tuesday night.
’America is now under martial law .Biafra began with a Jello-eye-view of a
mock fascist state he feels will soon he the
norm in America. Biafra defined ’soon’’
as five years.
Biafra. whose real name is Eric Boucher.
is not pleased with the path America is following.
have a pretty cynical sew of the way
this country is run.’’ he admitted.
But that was more than obvious. Biafra
let his political opinions run the gamut to
touch every figurehead in American government.
Ronald Reagan. Jesse Jackson, Walter
Mond.de and Albert Gore all fell under the

ENTERTAINMENT
gun of Biafra’s cynicism. He epitomized
them as extreme right-wingers leading us
all into that foreboding fascist state.
This presents a kind of stone wall, he
said, that stands behind censorship of expression. And at the forefront, is the Parents Music Resource Center led by Tipper
Gore and the religious right.
Why the cynicism? In April of l986. Biafra was charged with "distribution ()I
harmful matter to minors.- as defined by
California state penal code. The fuss centered around a poster included in the Dead
Kennedy,: "Frankenchrisi" album.
Penis Landscape... painted by European artist H. R. Giger. was the painting in
question. Biafra described the painting as
"consumer culture on parade." A concerned mother didn’t see the humor in this
opinnin
As a result, a huge censorship campaign

led by the PMRC and the religious right
swept the music industry. Biafra was on
trial and getting angrier by the day.
His case was dropped. but Biafra questioned the trial as a win for anti -censorship.
"We knew we had to fight.- he said.
"We didn’t have the resources, but we
knew we had to fight...
The No More Censorship Defense Fund
was formed as a result. and Biafra has been
drumming up business for the group with
his speaking engagements ever since. The
group is currently fighting the PMRC and
the religious right, which he claims are
pined at the hip, and their involvement in
censoring music.
Biafra fears the success the PMRC is
ha% mg in convincing parents what rock
music vs ill do to their children. He said that
the PMRC already wants -X" ratings on
live rock performances they deem fit for the
mark.
"And next it will be magazine
censorship, and then high school newspapers . . . Biafra added.

He sees this movement as a "domino
theory." Music censorship is only a stepping stone to the amount of censorship the
PMRC has plans for.
"Groups want to dictate the news." he
said. "They are trying to keep us from
hearing things that might make us think
things they don’t like."
Biafra already feels the chill of the
PMRC’s handiwork. No one wants to publish his work for fear of the consequences
they may face from the censorship group.
No More Censorship Defense Fund and
Biafra are working on stopping more dominoes from falling. Biafra said that states are
considering monitoring phone conversations. something that certainly goes beyond
his ideals of First Amendment rights.
Biafra admitted that he feared the amount
of censorship that was planned for the future.
"We’re only two states away from having the constitution rewritten from
scratch.’’ Biafra said. "I’m scared. -

Letters to the Editor

Long live Floyd
Editor,
Progressive rock is alive. It has surived both time and trendies who do
not understand its power.
Progressive rock will flourish in the
’90% now that the new wave minimal-

ists of the ’80s have faced up to the
rude awakening that they are not, nor
can never be as thought-provoking and
talented as the progressive bands of the
’70s.
Legendary bands such as Pink Floyd
will always inspire listeners to believe
that rock has the potential to he both
artistic and moving. Pink Floyd with
David Gilmour now at the helm has
not tarnished this reputation with
Roger Waters absent. Gilmour is an
immensely talented guitarist who was
able for the most part to subdue and
balance out that dark madness of Waters’ creative genius.
Though it is unfortunate to the fans
that the two have separated. it is still
hest in order for Pink Floyd to sun use
as an active band. Gilmour has even,
right to lead Floyd in whatever musical
dirc,:tion he wishes to go. He cenainly
possesses the right amount of talent
and sensitivity to do it.
I was convinced of this after seeing
Gilmour perform during his solo
"About Face" tour in ’84. His lyrics
are intelligent. but they aren’t as elaborate and story -like as Waters’.

uck Daily staff photograchi,

1.ead guitarist Ken Ohran

and bassist

Eddie Sedano blast through a number at One Step Beyond

Epic Rumors ready for stardom
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer

The band Epic Rumors with its four fulltime musicians, one a former SJSU music
student, seems to be headed for stardom like
a rocket.
In the last performance betore its Los Angeles promotional tour, the local hand kept
an enthusiastic crowd on as feet, dancing
and jumping to the powerful guitar-dominated music at One Step Beyond Tuesday
night.
The music’s strength overcame the poor
acoustical design of the cavernous night
club. The articulate lyrics were teased by- the
driving guitar and drums.

"They will he going to LA.. playing in
the clubs and getting seen by some big label
representatives." said Raffi Nalvarian, the
band’s manager

of "early Big Country early Modern English, some U2. Police and XTC."
Their music is written entirely by Sedano
who is able to mix meaningful and thoughtful lyrics with rythmic and pounding beats.

"At the Edge of Heaven.- one of the
tracks on its recently released six -song
His excellent vocal quality, rich and deep,
album, has been getting heavy airplay on
added to his strong, charismatic stage presLive 105 i KITS. K()ME. and KSJS.
ence bring to the lyrics an es-en more intense
It is well -deserved respect getting paid to interpretation .
these musicians. They’ve worked hard.
’rhe words tell of war and sadness with
Many of the fans at their Tuesday night hope mixed in lightly. "I know that there is
performance remember them from High poison in the air. I know that a war is being
School dances as Rhythm Corps.
knight somewhere.
"I like them a kit. They used to play in
"Usually. I write about things like death
Silver Creek High School dances. They ’re so
and the futility of lite.’ Soldano said.
places,"
they’ll
of
energy.
know
get
full
I
Eddie Sedano. bass and vocals for Epic
He described the process. "It starts with
Rumors, said of the tour. "It’s the next said Julie Woodward. an Epic Rumors fan
the music first. then I start to see the song. It
step a
inalor step to getting signed to a
"I see them whenever I can... she added
lust conies to Ille I rii SS 1111 A hal it feels
label .
Nalvarian describes the music as a 1111SILIN like."

However, Gilmour’s guitar will tell
as own stories with melodies that have
become both passionate and haunting
in their scope. Once you listen to his
euitar work on "Shine On You Crazy
Diamond" or his solo pieces like
"Let’s Get Metaphysical," "Near
Die End" and "Minalis" and his first
solo album, what I say becomes easier
to understand.
Waters by himself cannot measure
up to this with his unresolved life’s
story in lyrics and his dissident musical style. Waters’ self-brilliance behind Pink Floyd’s "The Wall- and it
should have ended there. Unfortunately for the rest of the band, Waters
was driven to continue this overall
theme of anger once again in their dismal last album "The Final Cut. Pink Floyd can no longer afford lo
have Waters’ problems drag them
down. Therefore. I’m glad that the
split was made since Waters seems
only more determined to carry these
ideas into his solo albums as well.
Kenneth
Junior
Industrial Psychology

Matthew E Durham

Daily staff photographer

Jello Biafra lectures at SJSU

Modern Art
showcase
great week
Boy . it was sure nice of those guy s to give
hard-working students a three-day weekend. Gave us a chance tel catch up on what’s
going on in the world and lie in the sun.
Yet, like all good things that must come to
an end, the weekend was over before any of
us knew it.
Don’t fret dear reader. because "Coming
Events’. has returned once again for more
groovy suggestions for the week.
SPARTAN PUB
In celebration of Cinco De Mayo, Modern Art . the hand who rocked the Pub on
St. Patrick’s Day. will perform tonight at 9.
Anyone who remembers the great performance the band gave on St. Patrick’s Day
knows that this group is a must -see. Not tel
he outdone, Otis Allen and The Glazebrooks take the stage tomorrow night at 7.
Tuesday night sees The Book perform at ti
and on Wednesday night Komh Bahar takes
the stage.
Call (415) 885-075(1 for information.
CLUBS
It’s time once again to check out what’s
happening in San Francisco and The Great
American Music Hall located at 859 O’Farrell Coming
Street. Tonight is the
Events
Night of the Junior Jazz
All -Stars. The show begins at 7:30 p.m. and
tickets are SO. Saturday night showcases
keyboardist David Benoit at 8 and 10:30.
THEATER
The Sunnyvale Community Players present the wnild premiere of Time and Again,
a musical play of songs by Cole Porter.
Rodgers and Hart, Noel Coward and George
Gershwin will be at the Sunnyvale Performing Arts Theatre located at 550 E. Remington Ave. in Sunnyvale from tomorrow
through May 22. Performances begin at 8
p.m.. except Sunday matinees that start at
2:30 p.m. Tickets are 58 for adults and 56
for students and seniors. Call 733-6611 for
reservations and information.
ARTS & ETC.
San Jose State Opera Theater under the direction of Irene Dalis and Executive Director
of Opera San Jose present Opera Night tomorrow and Saturday night. at SJSU Concert Hall. Conductor David Rohrbauiugh
.ind stage director Daniel Helfgot have put
together classical numbers ranging from Mozart’s "Magic Flute- to the 15 -minute
comic opera "There and Back- by Paul
Ifindemith. Performances begin at 8:15 p.m.
Call 923-239() from 8 a.m. to noon or 2678693 for information.
Also at SJSU Concert Hall is Percussion
Ensemble under the direction of Anthony J
Cirone. Their performance features works
like "A Crucible For The Moon." The performance is Monday at 8:15 p.m.
us

Mature Bruce Springsteen rocks Shoreline with incredible passion
By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer

For nearly fifteen years Bruce Springsteen has appeared to his fans in many different forms: the bearded
beach bum, the serious Dylan -style rocker, the hopeless
East Coast nunantic and the blue -denim working-class
hero.
With these different characters, there was great anticipation on what kind of person Springsteen would he as
he and the E Street Band performed two sell-out shows at
the Shoreline in Mountain View. After watching his
Tuesday show. Springsteen’s newest character was simply himself.
Gone for good are the jeans. the bandanna and the
American flag. This Was a more humble and personal
Springsteen trying to re-evaluate his life during middle
age (believe it or not kids. Bruce is just two years away
from turning 401.
Yet, age has not rusted the New Jersey rocker one
bit. In fact. Springsteen’s Tuesday night show at the
Shoreline was unquestionably one the loudest. tightest.
and best rock concerts that I’ve seen for a long, long
time.
The concert began much later than expected. thanks
mostly to a late sound check that delayed the doors opening for about twenty minutes. Fortunately, the crowd
(mostly in their late thirties) was well-behaved when
Springsteen strolled on stage wearing a black suit, white
shirt and slacks as the hand ripped into the opening number "Tunnel of Love."
Just as Springsteen’s looks were radically different,
so were the positions of the band. Drummer Mighty"
Max Weinberg shifted his drum set from the middle to

the off-left position. Keyboardist "Prolessor Roy Bit tan who used to play on the right shifted to the left where
his counter -pan "Phantom" Danny Federici used to be.
But, the most radical change in the look of the E.
Street Band was shifting saxophone master Clarence
’Big Man- Clemons from the left to the right. Clemons’
old spot was replaced with singer -guitarist Patti Scialla.
What’s so important about this change is that for years
Clemons was The Boss’s side -kick, always communicating with each other during songs. Now that Scialla occupies that spot. it allows Springsteen to communicate the
pain and the struggle of keeping relationships intact in
songs like "One Step Up."
Another change in the F. Street Band is a five -piece
horn section of Edward Manion. Richard Rosenberg,
Mark Pender. Mike Spengler and Mario Cruz that added
something new to the act.
The horn section got directly involved in "You Can
Look. But You Better Not Touch" and "Gino Is a Coward" dancing, singing and playing with The Boss.
Whether moving around like the Temptations or simply
playing their instuments, these guys are fun to watch.
The biggest difference in the show was Springsteen’s
approach to music and himself. The message in
Springsteen’s music is that finding a true love doesn’t
mean the story has a happy ending like those childhood
fairy tales.
In fact. now you must work harder than ever to make
sure that love will last. And as Springsteen warns, the
road to a lasting. loving relationship is not easy at all.
There is personal doubt (like in "Brilliant Disguise").
struggle ("Two Faces"). ups and downs ("Tunnel of
Love") and sometimes abandon ("One Step Up").

This was a much different Springsteen than his fans
were used to. This was a sensitive, thinking, mature
Bruce Springsteen. trying to find his place in the world.
In effect, this was a real human being on stage.
Along with the various changes in the act and the
people. came many surprises. Springsteen performed
many old songs that were ignored in the "Bom in the
U.S.A." tour. "She’s The One"and "Backstreets" was
performed with the same freshness it had 13 years ago
and had plenty of power. There was a humorous reggae
number "Pan Man. Part Monkey" that spotlighted guitarist Nils Lofgren. who throughout the show proved
what a steal his was for Springsteen, after childhood
friend Steve Van Zandt left in ’84.
The biggest and most wonderful surprise of the night
was during "Dancing in the Dark." when Springsteen
said, "Sometimes, when you’re on the road you get so
lonely, so lonely, that a boy needs his mother.- And
without further ado, The Boss brought out his mother,
Adele Springsteen (who lives in San Mateo County) on
stage to dance. Bruce ended the funny, touching scene
by saying "Now you know where I got all the moves!"
As always one of the main strengths of a Bruce
Springsteen show is the enormous talent of the E Street
Rand who were able to adjust to their new positions by
giving one of the tightest sounds the hand has had. Once
again, the chemistry of keyboardists of Bittan and Federici help songs "Born in the U.S.A.- and "I’m On
Fire" get its emotional feeling. Vocalist/guitarist Scialfa
has come a long way, since being a simple cheerleader
during the last tour. Although her mousy voice is the
weakest link in the band, her determination to improve is
beginning to pay off.

Of course, when one is talking about the E Street
Band, one must mention "Big Man- Clemons who participated in the most memorable part of the show. Clemons took part in a skit with Springsteen where they met
on a park bench and talked about their rowdy days of
youth. Springsteen explain how he and the "Big Man"
would sit together on the bench, eating baloney sandwiches, drinking beer and watched the pretty women
walk by. Then the conversation changed to where they
have to face the responsibilities of taking care of their
families. The scene was funny and very touching, almost
like Huck Finn and Jim reuniting in their forties.
Even after three hours of solid rock music, the most
anticipated part of any Bruce Springsteen concert is the
encore and The Boss certainly did not disappoint the
crowd.
It began with a slow acoustic version of "Born To
Run" that sounded the way Bob Dylan would’ve played
it. Then it came, the classic "Rosalita," the great singalong "Hungry Heart" and the song for seniors in high
school, "Glory Days."
And that was just the beginning! "Tenth Avenue
Freeze Out," "Have a Gun, Will Travel." "Raise Your
Hand," "Do You Like Good Music?." and finally after
four hours the whole thing ended with "Twist and
Shout."
But, long before the encore, Springsteen and his E
Street buddies had successfully turned the Shoreline into
rock ’n’ roll heaven with 20,0(10 happy people dancing.
It was loud. It was fun. It was joyful. It was glorious..
It was pure rock ’n’ roll. I enjoyed the "Tunnel of
Love" ride and I ain’t ashamed.

Spartan Dail
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Woodentops album fails to spin

Siocad O’CIIIIIIIIr is one of the fastest rising stars in rock tod,1
thanks to her debut rticiord "The lion and the Cobra."

By Suzanne De Lung
Daily sten writer
The Woodentops’ new album
called "Wooden Foot Cops on the
Highway" has a few catchy songs
on side one, hut these hardly compensate for the repetitious and trite
songs on the flip side.
’Maybe It Won’t Last" opens the
.album on a fast and clear note. This
song has a strong arrangement or
guitar, keyboards and vocals. The
chorus is a bit repetitious. hut the
music is good enough that this
doesn’t matter. This is by far the best
song on the album.
Great acoustic guitar begins
"They Can Say What They Want."
Unfonunately. the song, which
would be a good pop song, is ruined
by disco-like guitar plas log and a
sound
whistling
that brings back
Record
memories of McReview
Hale’s Navy. This
whistling sound,
made by a synthesizer, is repeated
throughout the song and quickly becomes annoying.
"You Make Me Feel" is a slower
song that, at times, sounds like a
cross between Queen and Tiny Tim.
This song isn’t all had, however.
The acoustic guitar accompanied by

plenty of lyrics and a rolling rhythm. continuously . rhe music is very sim- it is too quickly torgotten
make this a better-than -average ilar to "Maybe It Won’t Last," but
is better
"Tuesday Wednesday
slower paced song.
the song just doesn’t have the right than "Heaven," ahe song, not the
"Wheels Turning, the last song
balance.
place), but is still boring overall. Inon the first side, depends too much
stead of repeating the chorus over
"Heaven" is a horrible slow and over, this song repeats the same
on a moaning slide guitar. The song
sounds dragged down by this and the song. While most slow songs are verse. At the end the listener is
tiring, this one manages to redefine tricked, three or four times, int()
slow lyrics and beat.
This song, along with "They Can monotone. There are no peaks and thinking the song is finally going to
Say What They Want" and "You crevices to the music and lyrics, just end,
Make Me Feel" have been receiving one long valley.
For people who like run-of-thequite a bit of airplay on college radio
mill pop songs, this album could
stations and alternative music staDisco is back! "What You Give probably he a favorite. But for those
tions. There could be three reasons Out" would have John Travolta who are looking for a great. relafor this.
dancing up a storm. This song might tively new hand (this is The WoodOne, the lead singer. Bolo, has a pass as pop to some, but it has no entops’ second ettorti with music
low and slightly accented voice that spark, no meaning, no reason to be you could listen to for more than a
is very easy to listen to. Also, The vs ritten. It’s the kind of song that week without getting bored, try
Woodentops still base their music on Non’t get stuck in your head because again.
the core instruments. Drums. not a
drum machine, guitar and bass are
only complemented by synthesizer,
not dominated. And finally, compared to most pop songs on the
radio, the music of The Woodentops
has more complex arrangements and
no "dance mix" garbage.
The second side of the album is
simply a disappointment. The songs
are repetitious, trite and sound like
the band just needed to fill up space.
"Stop This Car" is a fast song
Magic Brands of DJ’s & Bands
that repeats the words "stop this
car." in one form or another. almost
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O’Connor’s ’Lion’
roars with power

If

By Kahn-Ma ,Ionholt
Daily staff writer
Sinead O’Connor. an Irish
new comer to the international
1111.1,1C
scene, is not so much a
musician as a poet v. ith a powerlul voice to convey her message.
The 20-year-old singerisongwriterguitarist is presently touring America with her first album.
"The Lion and the Cobra."
The album is an impressive
lirst-release. It has a depth most
artists don’t achieve so early in
their careers. It also has more
originality and ingenuity than is
common on debut records. Starting musicians are often too concerned about establishing themselves financially to let their
creativity flow.
The lyrics play the lead part.
.ind the music effectively accentuates the words. Much like the
Waterboys albums. "The Lion
and the Ci’obra’ is produced
around the vocals.
O’Connor alternately sing..
screams, wails
whisper.
and
Record
nith a Yoke
Review
that
can
he
sweet, beautiful. anxious, seq. cold or deliant. She can provoke any kind
of emotion in the listener.
On the song "Troy." she expresses a naked, haunting pain
that is almost tangible.
The song is about someone
who falls for a man against her
will and can’t let go even though
the relationship is over. When she
sings. "I killed the dragon for
you," one beds her frustration
over having let her guard down.
She is bitter and blames him for
trapping her:
"You should have left the light
on then I eouldn’t have tried.
knowni
never have
You’d
wouldn’t have pulled you tighter -I wouldn’t have pulled you closel wouldnt have screamed.

*NO I can’t let you go’ if the dool
wasn’t closed
After this indulgence in sell
pity, she goes into the complete! \
different "Drink Before the
War." in which she challenges:
"Don’t talk about w ar cauc
you know we’ve heard it all befit
re/why don’t you go out there and
do something useful’!"
O’Connor reportedly left Dublin for London because Oie
"didn’t want to he an Irish folk
singer.** Still, she leads into the
song "Never Get Old" ’.s ith
poem in Gaelic, which is repeated
throughout the song.
The Gaelic influence is not as
strong as in the music of the
Skids, Big Country and U2, hut
some songs have that melan
choly. "folksy’* sound, charac
teristic of the Celts.
The music rarely gets a life it
its own. One exception is on "Je
rusalem." when the funky "popping" of bass player "Spike’.
Hollifield breaks up the otherwise
monotonous song.
The acoustic guitar lead-in on
"Just Like U Said It Would B"
also works well.
Two songs on the album, Want Your (Hands On Me pand
"Mandinka" give the impression
that O’Connor isn’t completely
oblivious to marketing her product. The seemingly endless chant
ot "put ’em on. put ’ern on. put
’em on me.’ to a generic disco
beat makes "I want your
hands .
" a likely dance club
hit. "Mandinka" is already
played by some radio stations.
Songs like these serve a pur
pose because they can hook cas
ual listeners. Once they buy the
album they will discover 0*Con
nor’s intense voice and her way
with words.
Sinead O’Connor is talented
and exciting. "The Lion and the
Cobra" is well worth the cost of
an album, or even a CD.

Featuring music by

Broken Toys

FRIDAY, May 6
Open till 3 00
Breakfast
Dealer car stereo give away

4---aYICRork&

" Hot DJ Dancing!
No Cover!
Pool’s Open!

21
200

North

1st

PHASE I

over

and
Street,

San

Water Tower Plaza
Cambell, 866-5666

only
Jose
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Spartan Pub Cinco de Mayo
BLOWOUT !

*Authentic German
Cuisine and Beverages
Ballroom Dancing to
Live European Music
Saturdays 9pm- lam
Polka Lessons
by appointment
-German Movies
Tuesdays 7:30pm

with

MODERN ART
Don’t miss it!
Thursday Night,May 5, 9-12pm
No cover

0

Chia
coupon
goo D for
one fitee glass of
erman Draft Eva or Wine
With purchase of
6o
a meal.

10% off beer with SJSU student 1.D.

Vissit
tocriburg Von Oermatta
126 1 P Beconb 116trcet (near 7Iultan) in Ben )ose (408)25-4484

The Associated Students Program Board Presents

Carson show
to end reruns
ComeLOS ANGELES (API
dian Johnny Carson said he will
To"The
for
write his own material
night Show" and end its reruns next
week because he saw no chance for a
quick end to the 2 -month -old
scriptwriters strike.
Carson said he will write his opening monologue and introductions
when the show resumes on videotape
next Wednesday. No striking writers
will be used, he said.
"The Tonight Show" went into
reruns when the guild struck the motion picture and television industry
on March 7.

La Estreffita
q(cstaurant
Experience
Exotic
Mexican Dishes

Free nachos with
SJSU Student ID..
971 N. San Antonio Rd.
Los Altos, Ca.

415

Join us on our
Caribbean
Escape
Now through May you can get a taste of the
best food and spirits that the island has to otter

FOUNTAIN

BLUE
FESTIVAL

FREE

island shrimp firepot
fresh ahi jamaica
caribbean kabobs

Sunday, May 8th
SJSU Fountain Area

948-9865

vv(iveq"-"-"4
CHINESE CUISIN I

cayman cooler
ragin cajun martini
shark bite

The ’tents listed above are Just a few of our exotic
choices so come In and sample a bit of the Islands

FOOD TO GO
Mandarin tit S/echuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM- 10:00 PM
131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Si , between 3rd and 4th Streets

WITH

BUDDY GUY
A.J. and The Shapes
Little John Chrisley
plus many more.
’PARTAr1U
’4101’SM /C. ailerated
woup
SUPRO
COMING SOON

AT SJSU

Larry ’Bubbles’ Brown

May 13th
The Church
May 15th
THE RUSTY PELICAN
Take Wolfe Pd, exit north off highway 280

PROCRAMBOARO
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Chicano: Celebration lasts all week
I’ Min Mtge I

to the Mexican culture.
It a perfect opponunity tor sit’
dents ssho don’t know anything
about it to come and see what’s
going on.’’ she said.
Tomorrow ’s acto ties still begin
about 11:45 a. m. w ith a speech bs
Antonio De Soto, :1..0, late proles
sor of social stork De solo still
speak about the histo t and ihe sii
nificance ot the holidat and still also
address the problems II tiida. ’5 iii
migrants
Follow mg the speech. the Sleso qui: BandI perliirm in the Aniph
theater. Refreshments tt ill he as di’
able in the Student 1’ mon Low.i
Poeta Room. w Inch is the location
tor the rest it the day ’s Jetts lift..
ill I eau
Rare/.
Fells
de his Polite.. still tsll stories.’’
and read luietry . \Is arado said
Mesican lolkoie dances It ill be
pedormed at 14 p.m by a group of
children ss ho call themsels es Folk
rico N.1:1011.11 Aleiocano.
"The) ’re ii posed to he the hest
Alsarado said. They
around.’
usually perform it the I Santa Clara
Counts I 1.11rgrOUIlds
The et ening still close with a
coined show called "Culture Clash
Comedy" and a poetry reading ht
Juan Herrera
On Fridas betsseen noon and I,
.lcin iood still he sold .111,1
ii Nlarias hi hand will perform in the
barbecue area
-We has,: muted kids from the
Francis iulland thild Deselopment
Center on loth Street and the re
going to break the pinatas,- Alsa
radii said
The children still hit the papermache ptiL,11;15 tt ah hats so they
break and the ands tall’, out.
’’They %sill he here around 2:45
p.m. so the can k. :itch the Maria this. Al’. arado said.
The Chicana Alliance is a support
group or women. Alvarado said.
The members. some of which are

HENDERSON, Nev.AP)
A series of powerful explosions at
a space shuttle fuel plant rocked
this southern Nevada city today.
flattening the factory and a neighboring marshmallow plant, killing at least one person, injuring
more than 100 and shaking buildings 10 miles away in Las Vegas.
were
workers
Emergency
forced to stand by for fear of ad-

Frain pa qe /
reles ant to the field: possession of a
Peace Officers Standard Training
certificate or eligibility. to he certified within six months from date of
hire. possession of a CalitOrnia Post
executive certificate IA ithin two
years 1.111111 date of hire: Ilse years of
law enforcement or public s.11ei> esperience and three tears ol manage -

Amnesty

ditional explosions. Clark County
fire spokesman Mark Hector said
at the command post that at least
one person was killed in the
blasts.
State records showed 125 people worked at Pacific while the
next-door marshmallow plant employed )45. hut few employees of
either plant had been seen at hospitals, authorities said, and many
more were feared dead.
"There are people out there
who are probablp dying.. ’ said
Janet Smith, a spokeswoman for
Mercy Ambulance in Las Vegas.

Birds

/
t iron
week and one who went just
Wednesday night.
"He was in a real panic about it
because he feels like its his last
chance and I think he’s right." Gutierrez said. "Citizenship means a
lot to the people who are going
through this."
accepted
were
Applications
through the mail as well, but had to
have been postmarked by midnight
Wednesday to he accepted.

Ihis said it is important to bring
the sssallosss hack to campus because "most people of this generation hate neser heard a songbird.’’
Front page
He said it should be considered a
"That’s the price you have to pay part of the general education stuto hear their song." he said. "Any - dents receive in college.
thing to do with real life is mess’,.’’
"It is a part of general education
The feces themselves do not pre- to be in touch with that pan of nasent a health hazard, though, he ture.’ he said. "We also want an
ecosystem as saried as possible.’’
said.

Offices around the country deal
with the immigrants, most staying
open until the midnight deadline to
accommodate as many as possible.
For many. the ordeal began on
Monday and went through the midnight deadline Wednesday. Some
2,0(X) people camped out, in San
Francisco on Sunday night to apply
at the INS office Monday morning.
At the close of this program. INS
will begin to crack down on employers who hire illegal aliens.

Macaoritifiergement
Committee
and
R., Dec,

-

Afro-American Studies
Department

Daily staff p1.

Nlaria E. Gonzaler. an SJSI student, sings I,a Basurita. a classical
Spanish song as part of the Cinco de Ma)o Dit celebration.
students and
are graduates of the unit eisiit . hold social
etenis.
’We don’t get Ms ,.’lted itt poljiles.. she salt’

presents

MEChA, on the other hand. is a
political organization concerned
with the recruitment. retention and
representation of Chicano ’Latino
students.

esperience are preferred.
administer programs concern iii
Additional requirements are abil- ual and physical assault victim -ity to plan and administer programs
of law entOrcement and public
Japan to raise wine tax
safety. including selecting, training
A
S AN FRANcisco
and supers king subordinates and
managing a budget: thorough know l- Cahlornia congressman accused
edge of public salety :aid lass en- Japan on Wednesday of reneging on
forcement in a 111111,21-my ensiron- a I gfiti agreement with the United
ment and prelerably. knoss ledge of States by proposing to raise excise
,ipplicable set non, or the legal taws on Imported wine.
codes: ,thilat to stork successfully in
The lawmaker said the negotiaa mulinacial and multicultural ens i- tions resulted in a 20. 1 -yen -per -liter
ronment. and abilits to develop and reduction from (i0.4 yen.
Merit

Chief

Fuel explosion
razes factory

c;Silh

gTtChatAlbh

Saturday, gifazi, 28, 1988 /12:30 p.m.
Universtiy Theater

sysu

All Graduating Seniors RSVP

May 9 924-2580 or 924-5871

Cosponsorect" by EOP and 2Iniversity qf Santa C ara BlOckStudies &source Center

77’41 MANUFACTURERS
HANOVER

At 10
rrr eCtil’;F"

!v4

0111111W
PUBLIC
INSURANCE
ITS NO PROBLEM

"Even if you’ve had
some tough road trips
you can win at Public."
Randy Cross
An accident or some tickets can make the road to getting car
insurance very bumpy. So can having no prior insurance.
Unless, of course, you call Public Insurance. We offer unlucky
drivers low rates, a low downpayment you can charge on your credit
card and payments spread over twelve months. We’re here till 9 PM.
everyday. Call now for a quote.

1-800-345-1995
Use Your

=

Credit Card

Ism.*

$11111011.11

St iicit

Help your
parents
get through
college.
-lust thinking about college tuition is
enough to make most parents break into
a sweat.
But can you blame them" When you
consider the cost of t uit ion, books,
dorms- not to mention pizza parties you’re talking big bucks.
Which is why you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents about
the Education Loan Programs at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust,
At MHT, not only do we participate
in all three Federally guaranteed loan
programs, but we also work with state
and national agencies and can make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.
In practically no time at all.
In a matter of minutes, MHT Student
Loan Processors can program your
information into our computerized loan processing system.
Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It’s that simple. Bet ter still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they
iieed from one source.
Example: If your folks need more
money than government sources will
give them, we can offer them tailor-made
payment plans through The Education
Loan Program, Educational Lines of
Credit or !Monthly Budget Program and
Pre -Payment Programs that make it
easy for your parents to fund themselves
The Education Loan Program, Mont hl’.
Budget and Pre -Payment Programs are
"tiered through the Tuition Plan, a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
Once you get a loan from us, you can
be sure it’ll stay with us. Because we’ve
never sold education loans to other
banks (unless the borrower asked us to).
So if you need money for school, call
I -800-M HT-G RAD and get yourself
Education Loan Application.
an M
Then when your folks ask you about
tuition, at least you’ll have an answer.
"No sweat."

HT

The Consumer Banking Group
NIt.rtilwr 1.1 ’I( Li) Foi.I Ippur,onil s I ,ender
19148
twer,
rrii.i All rights reurved
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1,260 SJSU students to receive
graduate, research degrees
School admits 60 % of applicants

trout smnputer engineering, a proposal that is waiting for the seal of the

By Joe S. Kappia

Chancellor’s Office.
She expressed regrets that the
graduate studies tend to be overlooked on campus due to lack of organiied student body. However, she
warned that although graduate students are night people who are not
visible on campus. they are very active in the life of the Uni% ersity.

Daily staff writer

geographical locations. About 60
percent of them show up during registration. There are 2.368 new applicants waiting to be screened for the
fall semester. In 1987. 2.364 students applied while 2.204 applied in
1986. About 60 percent of the new
applicants are expected to he admitted.
A demographic profile shows that
68 percent of the students are white.
19 percent Asian. 6 percent Mexican-American/Hispanic. 3 percent
black and 4 percent others.

About 1.260 students are expected
to graduate from the division of
graduate studies and research this
May.
Revealing this in an interview. Serena Stanford, associate academic
vice president for graduate studies
and research, said the figure represents students who have completed
their studies in summer 1987. fall
1987 or spring 1988.
Dissecting consumable statistics
about the graduate school, she said
An age distribution pattern shows
that the figures remain remarkably
that 24 percent of the students are
constant.
About one -fifth of SJSU enroll- less than 25. 30 percent of them are
ment is composed of graduate stu- between 25-29 %%title those between
dents. most of whom are part-timers, 30-34 account for about 21 percent.
but married. "in a community of Students who are older than 35 years
scholars who talk about great of age account for about 34 percent.
ideas." she said. There are about according to statistics revealed h%
25,(XX) students at SJSU with about Sanford.
5.000 in graduate schml.
She said that several new degree
Of this number, 60 percent of the
students are women and 80 percent proposals have been presented ti the
are attending on a part-time basis. office of the California State rills ci
sity Chancellor for review, amoiql
There were 5.605 graduate students
which are taxation and accountanc%
last fall.
A new degree program. environmenStanford said that the high pertal studies which was approved earcentage in the enrollment of women
is due to the fact that "many women lier, is already being offered. Another field of study under review is
are returning from child -rearing
quality assurance, an industrial suyears" who have become very interpers is loll NI, ill for manufacturing
ested in professional degrees.
quality products.
For each semester, about 70 percent of new applicants are accepted.
She disclosed that computer scishe said, based on career goals and ence has already been separated

Alcohol
may raise
possibility
of AIDS
-

PeoLAS VEGAS. Nev. (AP)
ple who have unsafe sex with AIDSinfected lovers may be more likely to
catch the deadly disease after drinking a few beers or moderate amounts
,of other alcoholic beverages, a study
.suggests.

"Alcohol does affect the immune
system. Alcohol makes you more
vulnerable to AIDS infection." said
Dr. Omar Bagasra. who presented
the study Tuesday at the annual
meeting of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology.
"I’m not saying not to drink or
not to have sex, only to have safe sex
if you’re going to have sex. Make
sure to use condoms." Bagasra said.
He is a microbiologist -immunologist
at the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey.
Bagasra said the study also suggests moderate drinking may speed
the development of full-fledged
AIDS in people who have been infected but show no symptoms of the
deadly disease.
Previous research suggests that
because alcohol reduces inhibitions,
drinking makes people more likely
to engage in unsafe sexual activity
that can spread the AIDS virus, such
as anal intercourse without condoms. Bagasra said.
He said his study indicates moderate alcohol consumption also may
reduce the body ’s biological resistance to infection by the virus once it
gets in the bloodstream.
Bagasra and two Philadelphia researchers. Dr. Andrea KajdacsyBalla of Hahnemann University and
Dr. Harold Lischner of Temple University, based their findings on an
experiment using blood taken from
six healthy heterosexual volunteers.
The disease -lighting white blood
cells were grown with the AIDS
virus in laboratory glassware.
The blood cells were tested after
the volunteers spent one month without drinking alcohol, then again 11
to 17 hours after each drank an average of four beers, or the equivalent
in other drinks.
After drinking, the virus grew 25
to 250 times more quickly in the
white blood cells from all six volunteers, and each cell contained more
viruses.
Three to seven hours after the vol
unteers had no alcohol left in their
bodies, their cells still produced
smaller amounts of interleukin-2 and
soluble immune response suppressor
factor, two substances necessary for
proper functioning of the disease fighting immune system.
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome cripples the immune system
by destroying certain white blood
cells and other cells.
"It’s a very interesting study and
deserves being followed up with
(larger) clinical and epidemiological
studies," said Dr. John Leedom,
head of infectious diseases at the
University of Southern California
and AIDS service director at Los
Angeles County-USC Medical Center.

And you
may ask
yourself,
-"Where
is that
beautiful
job?
Wherever is a typeset , .
help you get I Un.versIty Tyv,ir
make you look your best on paper $’s
One-page resume. $25 to, students
So don I let the days cs. by Cnn,
University Typographic’
80E San Carlos. San Jose
408/298-4455 9-12 IS 1 5 prn dady (Fr, tv

There is no fund to support graduate students. Stanford said, adding
that university authorities will be
working to convince state legislature
that support for graduate program he
conceptuali/ed differently from the
undergraduate program since instruction is quite different.

BART train
hits, kills man

SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
A
man was killed Wednesday when
he ss :is hit by a BART train at the
Cis me Center station during the
morning commute, officials reported.
The 34 -year-old man was in

critical condition as he was taken
to San Francisco General Hospital.
hut died a short while later, they
said.

BART spokesman Sy Mouher
said the man jumped or fell from
the platiorm at 7:21.

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31, 1988

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

Macintosh PluS
$50/mo*
MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT

Macintosh SE Model M5252/3
$78. mo*

Gonontech. Inc., a leader In the field
of biotechnology. Is now in the
process of growing it’s Materials
Department. The group currently has
several entry-level opportunities open
for which we are Interviewing.

Macintosh SE Model M5251E3
$100 mo*

Successful candidates will have a
general Interst In the biotech Industry
and a specific interest In teaming all
facets of materials management from
the bottom Li). They should be sellmotivated and able to work well In a
team environment. Flexibility, ability
lo learn quickly and a highly
developed sense of ownership are
also desirable. Biochemistry,
ffernistry and/or biology exposure
helpful, but liberal arts moors are
also welcome. The positions currently
available are in the shipping area.
Previous materials management work
experience is helpful.

"4=111111,

’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit it
purchased before May 31
1988.
No Downpayment
Required’

The materials group is responsible lc.
he storage and movement of all
manufacturing and nonmanufacttirIng materials within the company, and
Is apart of the manufacturing
organization.
Genentech offers an excellent salary
and benefits package and believes
strongly in providing opportunities tor
personal growth and advancement
Please send resume to:
Koff’ Comiskey
Human Resouces Dept 1343
Genentech, Inc.
480 Point San Bruno Blvd.
South San Francisco, CA 94080.

GENENTECH, INC.

SPARTAN
BooKsToRE
In SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

Camp Macintosh Summer Training
Information now available!

An equal opportunity employer.

Are you big enough for an Elephant?

-e"
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Spokesmen stage candidate debate
Jackson and Dukakis answer
real questions, discuss issues
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
Jesse Jackson debated Michael
Dukakis in the A.S. chambers of the
Student t mon on Wednesday at
noon, bui only in the form of representat lies
David Skinner. il prol essu r ’I Ii
ha) at Santa Clara Uno ersift . rep
resented Jackson John Flatlet-it . aid
Iii Congressman Norman Mineth 01
the 13th distil,’ and Carl Lindstrom.
San Jose allot-11c . represented Dukakis in the debate.
John Htelt. chairman of Campus
Democrats. olliciated the debate
tOich ememilm.d questions Emil
both panelists and audience.
Alinost 411 students listened to the
speakers. They etpressed conflicting
viett on %slut ss as the ’ttinner of
the debate
In an intormal pill conducted by
panelist SIM political science professor Roy Christman, the Dukakis
representant es had stt ayed eight
students twin their original candidate. ii hue the Jackson representative had not ss ed any
The first Mu:stunt ss as posed by
Barbara Ntirrander. an SJSU
science prolessor. She asked
about educational issues.
The Jacksim represent:it ic said
that Jackson would double educational spending. institute teacher tram mg centers .ind resttire cheaper limn,
isould till this hy
for ed",111011
Increasing income tat it) the highest
let el. R....tooth: corporate tax and decreasing military spending.
’NC Dukakis representatives said
their candidate is mild pledge S50
million to fight illiteracy. They
planned .1 co.ilii illbCI %%Cell business
and c’du,.c
some of the

Gene transfer
poses no risk
to ecosystem
W.VSIIINOTON (AN
Small
field tests 01 genetically engineered
organisms dont pose much risk to
the ciii irooment. according to a congressional study released Wednesday
"Although there are enough uncertainties that introductions should
he approached v. ith caution, a large
hod of reassuring data, derived
chiefly from agriculture. supports
the ClInClusion that %kith appropriate
regulatory mei-sight. the field tests
planned or probable in the near future are not likely to result in serious
ecological problems.’ concluded
the ret lett by the Office of Technol01* Assessment
The study said its conclusions applied to developments likely in the
next use years, mostly in agriculture
and mostly to organisms produced
using the so-called "recombinant"
techniques for inserting genes til
species into the DNA - the genci.
Material of
another.
So far, there hate been about 1550
dozen field tests of one kind or another in 12 states and tour foreign
countries, the study said. These in -

problems. Dukakis would "streamline" the guaranteed student loan
program and institute a payroll deduction plan. the representatives
said.
Ram Singh.
SJSU civil engineering professor. asked. "Host do
tie bring peace in the Middle East?
Hint lOrceful should we he?"
The Dukakis representatives replied. "The Middle Fast is our central foreign policy crisis." They said
peace cannot he imposed from outside and ttould he elusive until the
existence of Israel is as recognized.
The Jackson representative proposed a total arms embargo, a recogninon of Isieal’s absolute right to
exist and a torced negotiation het% een Iran and haq.
Christman asked. "How can v.’e
have higher productivity and protect
the environment at the same time?
What about the problems 01 acid
rain. the deteriorating ozone ’aye’
and the greenhouse effect?’’
"The crux of the problem is the
military production. The Pentagon is
the single highest cause of pollution
today ." the Jackson representative
said.

He also promoted a complete
overhaul ot the emissions standards.
He said is e is ould Moe to redirect
producto it so it is environmentally
correct.
He added. ’ If youre secure nafitmally and you destroy your own
hat’s
ens moment
the
point?"
Dukakis representatives said.
"Solutions will come from all the
players. Let’s he nitire efficient and
enhance industry. at the same time.’
Peter Michel. S.ISI. associate director of the educational opportunity
elude plants engineered to resist
pests. pesticides in diseases: bacteria
to confer tin plants resistance
frost: and nets aninial saccines.

Copies
5C
kinkois
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

About
SACRAMENTO (AP)
I MOO gallons of slightly radioactive
water were released into a containment facility Wednesday morning when the reactor at the Rancho
Seen nuclear power plant turned itself off prematurely, plant officials
said.
The unscheduled reactor outage
caused a relief valve to open, triggering the release of the water, plant
officials said. No one was injured
and no radioactive material was released into the environment during
the incident, which is being investigated by plant operators.
The reactor, which was scheduled
to be turned off Wednesday afternoon as part of routine tests at the
plant, turned itself off several hours
ahead of schedule following the
planned shutdown of the turbine.
"They were prepared for it and
knew it could happen." plant
Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer spoke~man Jennifer Persike said
of the outage. adding that there are
Carl Lindstrom, a representative from Dukakis’ campaign, fields questions from students
several situations which can cause a
turbine shutdown to turn off the reof illegal aliens. oppose Contra actor. "They expected it could (hapfunding and impose universal sanc- pen) but were hoping it woul lift betions of South Africa.
cause of changes that were made."
Questions from the audience folThe reactor shutdown caused a relowed. Jackson supported a revolu- lief valve to open which released the
tion in education, national health nater. It took plant operators eight
Representative for Michael Dukakis
care and inassi. AIDS research and minutes to isolate the valve problem
education. The current European and correct it. Persike said.
program, asked about the candi- chussetts was the first state to divest centered educational system needs
The incident was the first undates’ stand on minority. issues.
in South Africa.
revision, he said.
scheduled outage of the reactor since
Michel asserted that its very imAbout
Dukakis said education starts at it was restarted March 30 after a 27 immigration,
"He
portant because "the minority of would’ve passed an extension," the state level and everyone should
month shutdown. The reactor. which
totJa is ill he the majority of the fu- they said.
have the opportunity of a college ed- had been operating at about 30 perture."
The Jackson representative said. ucation. also everybody should have
cent power, was undergoing routine
The Dukakis representatives said. "When you have a man who has de- a job.
testing at the time of the outage.
"He has basic respect for the people voted his whole tile to affirmative
Aker the debate. SJSU student
After operators determine the
and his record speaks for himself. action and equal opportunity, there (’armelita Gutierrez said. "I think
cause of the problem, they will de. . There is under five percent mi- Is not much more you can say ."
the representative for) Jackson did cide whether they need to do the test
nority unemployment in MassachusJackson would assist single -parent better. He gave more explanation,
again. Persike said.
setts...
families, so the %omen could go more meat and more historical perA leak in an auxiliary boiler that
They also said that Dukakis had hack to school. He would increase spective on educational issues. Du- interrupted scheduled testing for sevrefused to let his state troops go to federal financial aid to students, en- kakis looks at education in terms of eral days last month was repaired
Central America and that Massa- courage registration and legalization business.’’
last weekend, she said.

’He has basic respect for the people and his
record speaks for himself.’

to

Researchers are planning engineered illienthes that can CI immi emit rate
metallic ores and digest hod,:
ii

Nuclear plant
shuts down
prematurely

Turn In
Pa For
Extra redit.

Answer these four questions correctly and you’ll receive a 35% discount off full
coach fare on any Alaska Airlines flight you take home between May 2 and June 30.
Just call your travel agent or Alaska Airlines at 1-800-426-0333. When you make
your reservations, tell them you’re in hot pursuit of higher education. When you pick
up your ticket they’ll need to keep this paper and see your student ID.
That’s all you’ve got to do to earn extra credit. No all nighters. No library pallor.
No typing. And it could well be the most brilliant thing you’ve done all semester.

FOR YOUR 35%6 DISCOUNT, JUST READ EACH QUESTION
THOROUGHLY AND ANSWER THOUGHTFULLY.

WHAT IS YOUR NAME?
WHERE DO YOU LIVE?
Permanent Mailing Address)

WHAT YEAR ARE YOU St ?POSED TO GRADUATE?
I he

RAVE-UPS
SUNDAY. MAY is, 1988
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
SHOW TIME AT 800 P.M.,
DOORS OPEN AT 7.00 P.M
FOR MORE INFO CALL
924-6260 OR 924-6350
Tfi_c_1(ET PRICE1,

WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR THIS SEMESTER?
’Restrictions: For full-time students, aged 17 to 26 years. Valid on all Alaska Airlines jet
flights (numbers 0-799). Fare is capacity controlled and subject to availability. All travel
must be completed on or before June 30, 1988. Student may be required to show
proof of full-time student status before boarding the aircraft.
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Athletics: Group to decide between teams, staff

Budget: Talks continue

inter /
l’he board members are fair people. I’ve dealt with them a kit."
Clark said
He continued. "It will he real unfortunate the way the image to the
school will be affected A lot of
strange things are happening,"
Clark said.
Felix Bohini. assistant to the track
team. said he expects to make the
Olympic team lOr Switzerland.
He also said for the last six to
seven years. SJSU’s track team has
been slow ly squeezed out of existanCe.
lithe team gets so had that it can
no hingei attract tans. then it can be
(hopped We can no longer he
bled
Ciymnasfics coach Doug Van I- v
eren said Tuesday his program was
not in jeopardy.
’From what Tye been told at this
point, linen’s gymnastics) is not involved.’ Van Everen said.
Head wrestling coach Kevin Hejnal took his turn before the Athletics
Board on Tuesday .
"I presented what I had to present." Hejnal said after speaking before the nine -member board.
Hejnal said he had done his homework and predicted Spartan wrestling will he aloe and well.
"It wasn’t a hangman’s group.
Athletics is the most visible part of
the campus academic env ironment.
Hejnal said
"I think ( wrestling) will do fine."
he said. "They really don’t have any
rational means to cut us.**
This y ear wrestling brought in
S1.400 in gate receipts over what
was originally projected.
"We brought in 52.681 in gate
revenue this season." Hejnal said.
"And that was without any advertising from the athletic department.
"As far as competition level. we
are in the hest league in the west."
Hejnal said. "They aren’t cutting
teams in the west. they ’re adding
them.
"We haven’t done :my recruiting
Willa] smd. Ve’re
in Once v
lust ts,ot y’iiiiic the progi am back on
its way.
With the increased revenue. the

Front page I
asked the board if anyone present
could tell him the total cost for the
nearly complete Aquatic Center.
When no one raised their hand.
Dougherty said. "We need a handle
on the budget."
Student Union Director Ron Barrett said he didn’t have the information, hut that it could be obtained
from the California State f1mms ersity
Chancellor’s Office.
The A.S. Judiciary will begin Oil
investigation next week into specitiv
issues that include the alleged overspending for pro-Rec Center campaign material.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president and president-elect, said the judiciary process takes several weeks
of gathering es ’derive, staging public
hearings and listening to testimony.
At the meeting. Dougherty also
listed recommendations he believes
SUBOD is responsible for acting on
immediately.
Dougherty’s announcement was
rushed by the board so they could
move on to other agenda items including discussion over the sale ot
alcoholic beverages and requirements for children who will use the
pool.
"Once again I was cut short."
Dougherty said.
Terry McCarthy said that with thc
Rec Center heading into "the I mai
stages of completion," issues Ilk,.
the sale of alcohol are more urgent.
McCarthy said, "(Dougherty’s
concerns) don’t have a direct impact
on problems facing us (students>
today."
"They
disagreed.
Dougherty’
ISUBOD) are avoiding problems
they have created.
If the new budget is approved.
students could be facing a fee increase they don’t even know about.
Dougherty said.
A list of the recommendations
presented by Dougherty at the
SUBOD meeting are as follows:

Athletics Board is looking at a plan
to add two staff support positions
strength and conditioning coach and
full-time academic monitor.
"If football needs these position.
then let them take it ow of their bud
get, They already have eight
coaches.** Hejnal said. "I don’t
need the extra support. and my assistant coach is a volunteer coach. I do
everything."
"Who are the most important, the
athletes." Hejnal said. "And what
are athletics for one or two sports. in
a full program for all the athlete,.
"The reason why wrestlers and
the smaller sports are here is or the
love of the sport." Hejnal said
"Our kids go to school to get theo
degree, because in the end that is
what we can offer them. There isn’t
any pro career in wrestling.
"If we really are interested in the
student -athlete, then why cut the
sports with the better students,"
Hejnal said.
The scholar-athlete breakfast supported this fact with 46 athletes
being honored: two representing
wrestling, four for track and cross
country, three representing field
hockey, and three for men’s gymnastics. In comparison there were
only lour football players (out of 88
on scholarship) and not one representative from the men’s basketball team.
Field hockey, one of the sports
with the most alumni support is also
on the list for being cut. "I have
done what I can do. Lewis said. "I
can’t change their decision, whatever that may he.
As far as the threat of compen
thin. SJSU’s field hockey team was
ranked 14th in the nation and came
in third in the Nor-Pac finals last
Ill.
’Basically, there really isn’t a lin
of field hockey on the West Coast.’’
Lewis said. "When we went to
Ohio. we raised our own funds fin
the tournament."
"I don’t think any administration
relishes this project." Associate Directin Rich Chew said "What we
have to do is examine ow needs as
an athletic department. Hopefully
we won’t have to (cut programs I."

Medalists
/ oin /wee /
first sports to go.’’ Glance said.
"This will not only affect college
athletes hut world-class athletes as
well. he added.
"Olympus void medal hopeful

Jackie Joyner-Kersee said the future
looks bleak for track at SJSU.
Joyner-Kersee. named Sportswoman of the Year by the United States
Olympic Committee, said right now
the sport of track and field is growing.
"There has been a move to put
more positiveness into the sport. It

Have A.S. Judiciary investigate
campaign violations Have SUBOD
work with A.S. on the itRestigation
Charge students less for arena
events than non -students
Make sure atheletic teams play
Daily staff photographer
Kendra Luck
in facility’. Find out whether or not
Olsmpic medalists Jackie Jmner-Kersee. left with a friend’s hah). and the men’s basketball team plans on
Bruce Jenner listen while a fellow athlete speaks at a press conference.
playing in the Rec Center or the proposed downtown arena. Deficits will
go up if they don’t play on campus..
would be a shame to take away est scores ever in the heptathlon.
The heptathlon consists of seven
Complete budget form front the
(SJSU’s) track and field. Joynertrack and field event..
Chancellor’s Office with breakdown
Kersee said,
"The sport has brought notoriety of expenses and revenues
Joyner-Kersee currently hold, the
Show how the facility can break
world record in the long jump 124- both on and off the field to the coleven.
1/21and owns live of the seven high- lege .’ she said.

Board
I rum page I
how much revenue could Ii
generated from the sale ol al,
hot.
Whitcomb suggested look
at similar facilities on ieli
anipuses. and anal) iing hiss
hey handle the sale ot alcohol
likeiutixe %’ice Plesidoil I
[(,indel
an’, said some of
profit would he swallowed
the expense ot tripling the se, n
1 sins suggested the opts,1
at tug ii one -day license

serve alcohol that would he is
quested from St BO!) for sii,
vial event,
Another hoard member lit
mined that even though heel
sold in Spartan Stud win, It may
not be profitable at the Rec
Center.
The stadium w ill seat at least
10,000 to 15,000 tor an cent,

while the Rec Center arena is
limited to 5.400
The board postponed decision on the policy until the next
SUBOD meeting scheduled for
Mas 17.
McCarthy said that it will he
a ’hot issue at the next meet
mg.
"The administration doesn’t
want to encourage a need tor
alcohol, hut students will want
it They will sneak beet in
way. McCarthy said
McCarthy also said that
’one -day licenses" would not
he a feasible option because of
the time it take, to go through
the process to get one
One hoard member suggested including the Aquatic
Center for consideration of the
policy .
Student I mon Dire, tot Ron
e
Burrell ...lid that
would not cot in sus tm Nucli
policy
’’Alcohol will just not mix
with events :it the pool." Barrett said.

Add a student to act as a liaison
with Chancellor’s Office
Prohibit SIDOD money fir
campaign purposes.
Find out who is pros tiling kA111,essions for the Aquatic Center

*21.-5)
Vie

The Associated Students Proudhj Recognizes
the SjS14 Students Who Served on A.S. Comtnittegs
for the 1987-1988 War:

Academic Fairness

Election Board

Diane Ehrlich
Michael Showaxer
Tony Nispel
Melissa Hopkins
Ron Henares

Lynn Benninglield
Annabelle Ladao
Lucy Solis
Rhonda Henien
Michael Flee
Kenneth Westenskow
Elizabeth Posey
RoseElla Giraldes
Donna Kaylor

Advisory Committee
on Public Relations
Kim Wiedeman
Nester Valencia

Graduate Studtes
Al f ir mauve Action

Barbara Shepardson
Ken Mallisamas

Martha Borias
Nester Valencia

Athletics board
Janice Richter
Renee Mello
Budget
Sharon Lewis
Victoria Johnson
Ouynn Giao Bum
Pamela Pankey
Michael Potter

Campus Planning
Leslie Wirth

Cbarmaine Picone
Patricia Phillips
Child Care

cc

Patricia Phillips
Tom Boothe
Stephen Betts
Lucy Campos -Peck
Deborah Warren

Homecoming
Kevin Redding
Andrea Saladino
Rick Thomas
Regina Murphy
Steve Ayabe

’institutional. Animal
Care and Use

Personnel SeLection
Committee

Lisa Bryant

Leah Moms
Rosie Reynas0
Michelle Oberlercher
Avon Pan
Deborah warren
Lisa Hernandez
Jeff Realint
Patricia Phillips
Sharon Lewis

international.
Student Advisory
Andrea Dannucci
Zia Hussain
Yinka Fashola
Carlo Awl
Rang Ralra
Tarzoon Shako

Juliet Ghalourpour
Ina Winslow
John Bolt
Cynthia Kashtan
Dung Truong

information Systems &
Computing .dittvisory Board
Simeon Aronson

Victoria Johnson
Sharon Lewis
Gabrielle Miramontes

Student Eva uatton
Review Board
Ken Mallkarnas

Program Board
judiciary
Scott Higgs
Matthew Belt
Noel Pasqua
Leigh Kirmsse
Richard Faplan

Library
improvement
of Instruction

Special Allocations

Verda Alexander
Michael Johnson
Dan Tattersliekl
Kevin Boles
Kan Peterson
Jason ChallaS
Annabelle ladao
Janet Lammers
Victoria Johnson
Scott Santandrea

Keith Perrault

PR. Board
Lottery Funds
Michael Johnson
Scott Valor

Kevin Redding
Gabnel Mirarronles
Lucy Solis
Craig Rond
Glenn Mayfield
Rena Ghai
Donna Naylor

Student fir ievance
Tom Mendez
Beth Bergnoler
Mark Wilkerson
Scott Higgs
Lea Lewis

S.U. Board of Directors
Cheryl Rothrock
Deborah Warren
Shahzad Chowdry
Michael Johnson
Marcus AR/
Michael McLennan
Victoria Johnson
Bret Polverosa
Verda Alexander

’Teacher Education
Leah Morns

Spartan Shops
Craig Iverson
Tom Boothe
Brett Houston
Michael McLennan

Thank ljou for Ijour Support
runded by the A.S. Students

Undergraduate Studises
Deborah Martinez
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No relief for Santa Clara County traffic
By Mark Foyer
Special to the Deily
This article 111tA prepared tiA a
project far J nalisin 160. Advanced Replirting
Oh, those problems of traffic. It’s
there es ery morning and every evening It doesn’t matter if you are on
your v.ay to work or school, or heading for home: the traffic is there.
Traffic tOr most SJSU students is
nothing short of a pain in the neck.
Just ask Eric Wiltshire.
Wiltshire. a freshman majoring in
music. commutes front Morgan Hill.
It’s not an easy commute
"I have to leave early to as oid delay .. Wiltshire said. "I have short
cuts to avoid the mess of (LS.
101 "
One of his short cuts is taking
Monterey Highway from Bernal
Road in south San Jose, He’ll do
whales er he can so he doesn’t have
to dose on 101 on his Wit) to school.
"101 iList stop,’ Wiltshire said.
’If I took 10 1 . I know that I would
have a problem with parking. That in
turn would result in my being late for
class.
That section of the highway from
south of San Jose to Mountain ’iess
isn’t the only troublesome road in
Santa Clara County.
On southbound Interstate 280. the
stoppage stretches from the state
Highs% ay r Interstate 880 split in
Santa Clara back to the state Highway 85 ILIIMI011 fl Cupertino
five -mile ha.:kup
Traffic also hacks up on Highway
17 coining front Santa Cm/.
These are just a less examples of
traffic problems V, [1101 !lase plagued
the valley during the last 20 years.
The problem has increased quicker
in Santa Clara County than anyone
expected. Part of the reason for the
growth in traffic can be attributed to
the growth of the county.
With more jobs came an influx ot
Linn hes moving into the (aim.
X’s oh more
iii IC’,

U.S. will
evaluate
embargo

houses hemg built But the free, a+
system stayed the saute,
"The people who ran the local
governinent hack then hem about
the increasing traffic." said San Jose
City Councilman James Beall.
Traffic Solutions
But current gos eminent,. both at
the cily. and county level. are making
situa
Mort% hi improve the trail
non. The passage of Measuie A in
1984 provided funds to improse the
highway. system in the count). So

1,011110. IS Scheduled tu he ctoklekl
through Cupertino. Saratoga, Monte
Sereno, Los Gatos and south San
Jose. reaching U.S. 101 again past
Santa Teresa Hospital.
While the highway expansions
may provide some relief to the traffic
congestion. Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod Diridon said that the
relief will only be temporary
’By the year 2000, we will return
to the same condition that we have
right
.
Diridon said "We

But the slight reduction in the
number of cars is only temporary
According to county figures, 10,..11
joh growth will continue to outpace
the ability of an expanded freeway
system to handle inure commuters.
Currently. there are 830.000 jobs
in the county with projections for another 600.000 jobs by the year 2000.
With no more roads left to pave by
that year. Diridon predicts that the
highways, even with all planned improvements will become massive
parking lots.
Diridon finds health hazard in the
increased number of cars on the
air pollut ion.
roads
"A study done by the Environmental Protection Agency showed
that 50 to 70 people a year die in
Clara County due to air pollutJames Beall, Santa
ion. Diridon said. "A vast majorSan Jose city councilman ity. of the air pollution comes from
the cars. If this was a disease, it
far, a small section of Highway 1111. won’t be able to build or expand would be an epidemic."
ay
to
the
from Lawrence Expressw
more highways because there won’t
Diridon’s Solution
Sun Jose International Airport, has he any more dirt left to pave."
But Diridon says there is another
to
reduce
been expanded front six to eight
answer
There is still an
solution mass transit.
lanes.
the traffic on the highs’, ay s. That is
Some SJSU students now use
During
pool
lane.
the
form
of
a
car
forms of mass transit. For
available
Additional lanes are now being
constructed from Palo Alto south to rush hour. a car with two or more example, Rocky Mussadi, a senior
Lawrence Expressway . And expan- passengers will be allowed to ride in majoring in electrical engineering,
drove last year from his home in
sion of Interstate 280, front Highway a special lane.
"If people would double up on South San Francisco to class. That
17 to Highway 85. is scheduled to
start sometime this NUMIller. %% all their commutes to and from work. it required hint to leave his house no
latter than 6:30 a.m.
lold eliminate some of the congesfunding provided hy the state.
"If I left any later. I would has e
tion." Beall said. "Also, it’ people
In the next few years. state High- would go to work during the off- problems with the traffic," Mussadi
way 85. which now stretches irom peak commute hours, that would said.
U.S. 101 in Mountain View to (u
Mussadi now takes CalTrain to
also help cut down on the conges-

‘If people would double up on their
commutes to and from work, it would
eliminate some of the congestion.’

’By the year 2000, we will return to the
same condition that we have right now.’
Rod Diridon,
Santa Clara County supervisor
school. He likes the train for a s :m- serv ice will move from its current
et), of reasons.
station at Fourth and Townsend
"I don’t spend so much money on streets to the Transbay Terminal.
Mussadi said. "I’m also able where CalTrain riders will be able to
to sleep on the train."
link up with the city’s Municipal
Raul Leckie. an undeclared soph- Railway system and BART. The esomore from Palo Alto. also enjoys timated cost of this project ranges
the services provided by the train. "I from $250 to $600 million.
save money and time." he said. "I
BART in San Jose?
don’t have to worry about finding a
Diridon and other leaders also
parking space."
propose that the BART, system,
However, he did echo a concern which now connects destinations in
about the service, or lack of service. San Francisco, San Mateo. Alameda
Since his last class ends at noon, he and Contra Costa counties, he exhas to wait until 2 p.m. for the next panded from its southern terminal in
train to leave.
Fremont to Milpitas and eventually
"It’s inconvenient for me to wait to downtown San Jose, where it will
until 2. Leckie said. "I’d like to connect with the city’s new Transit
get home quickly."
Mall.
Political leaders. including San
"The whole package has been agJose’s Beall, are hoping CalTrain reed to," Diridon said. Construction
ss ill solve that service problem. "If could start between 1990 and 1991
we could get more frequent service with the project set to be completed
with CalTrain, then ridership would by 2003. Funding would come from
increase dramatically," he said.
local, state and federal agencies,
But increased ridership is only plus from companies that own land
part of the solution for CalTrain. Ex- near the stations.
panding the service is on the agenda,
The BART sy stem would meet up
with leaders proposing CalTrain with Santa Clara County’s light -rail
service he expanded south from San transit system. Its stops would inJose to Gilroy. In San Francisco. the clude East San Jose and near SIM’

Dad was right.
You get what
you pay for",

I.egis
.VSHINGION (API
lation to end all U.S. investment in
white -dominated South Africa and
impose a near-total embargo on exports and imports is heading for a
partisan battle on the House floor.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee gave its approval to the disinvestment hill on Tuesday . soling 27[4. Action by the full House is es
petted to he scheduled ..V011
The Democratic-c,inti oiled committee acted after voting down repeated attempts by Republicans to
dilute the measure’s impact.
The panel also approved by since
vote separate legislation urging and
authoriiing President Reagan to impose economic sanctions against the
gosernment of Ethiopia or alleged
ss idespread and serious human rights
stolations, including the disersion of
international starvation relief to the
Ethiopian armed forces.
Rep. Howard Wolpe. D -Mich.,
chairman of the panel’s African affairs subcommittee. said ending
U. S investment in South Africa and
imposing a two-way embargo on
most trade will not cause South Africa’s white minority government to
end its apartheid policies of racial separation

More people choose AT&T
over any other long distance
service. Because with AT&T, it
costs less than you think to get
the service you expect, like
clearer connections, 24-hour
AT&T operator assistance,
instant credit on wrong numbers. And the assurance that we
can put virtually every one of
your calls through the first time.
That’s the genius of the AT&T
Worldwide Intelligent Network.
So when it’s time to make
a choice, remember, it pays to
choose AT&T.

"Sanctions will not of themselves
bring down apartheid... Wolpe said.
But he said they. will raise the cost
to the white minority regime ol
maintaining South Africa as "one
vast slave plantation’ in which
whites profit from the exploitation (il
blacks.
"This hill is the only non-violent
means at our disposal. the least
costly means of averting a terrible
tragedy. in South Africa." Wolpe
said.
Opponents of the legislation said
it will hurt the black South Africans
it is designed to help. They predicted
the loss of thousands of jobs not only.
for blacks in South Africa but also
for Americans whose companies are
hurt by the impact of the sanctions.
"This is not a policy, this is
scorched earth." said Rep. Dan Burton. R -Ind., contending the hill will
cost 2 million jobs for South African
blacks by the year 2M0.
Supporters of sanctions acknowleged that some American jobs might
well he lost but said that is ol secondary importance in the battle
against apartheid.
"It may well be necessary in the
pursuit of vital American interests
for us to be prepared to pay a certain
price ourselves here at home." said
Rep Steven Solar?, D-N.Y.. adding
that the hill has been endorsed by
major U.S. labor organi/ations including the AFL-CIO.
The bill would replace a sanctions
law enacted over President Reagan’s
veto in 1986. Burton contended that
the 1986 law has failed to put a dent
in apartheid.

If you’d like to know more
about our products or services,
like the AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Greg RileyUniversity of North Carolina. Class of1989

AT&T
The right choice.
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Soviets mock Reagan’s astrology dependence
MOSCOW (AP) - Tass poked
somewhat ponderous fun Wednesday at President Reagan’s reported
Faith in astrology. wondering in a
dispatch what the stars are telling the
leader of the West.
It is difficult to say what the
May night sky, studded with stars.
predicted to the president, hut it

hardly predicted that he would have
to speak about the role of astrology
in the politics of the USA.- the official news agency said.
Recent reports in the United States
that Reagan and his wile Nancy consult astrologers inspired taunts from
Congress and criticism from scientists.
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Some reports said Donald T
Regan, former White House chief ot
staff, plans to say in a hook that Mrs
Reagan turned to astrologers in shaping the president’s schedule.
On Tuesday, Reagan denied has.
ing been swayed by the stars in mak
ing policy decisions, but lass characteri7ed his comments as es asive.
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NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with gustily coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice Washington National Insur
snce. 1408) 9469190 for a no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure an AS office or
call 1408) 3714811
SUMMER MUSIC. Jan improv. concert bend, rock ’n roll. chorus
San Jose City College. 288-3785
or 288-3717
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS but
that. OK Wear, a church corn.
munIty that values the individual
search for Ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative services,
stimulating discussion & oppor
tunities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Joon us
Sundeys al 11.00 or call 2923858

AUTOMOTIVE

:ies,
land
up
rail
in -

MODELS for

MERCEDES BENZ 17 Model 230 4 Or,
sunroof Groat condition $2950
Must sell, call 2860507
BO SUZUKI 850 Shaft

Dint paint ch.
rome Comes w 1 4 sport fairing.

leather bags. complete fresh tune
new plates. 0050 Call 277-8716
77 DODGE RAM CHARGER 404,440
eng . 79.000K. roll bar 53700 bo.
call Gene at 265-3994
PC-COM PC-COM PC.COM1". IB
M AT XT compatibles and stns.
Located at 2515 S

sories

Road Call 238.1038
off for SJSU with ID

King

Spacial 6..

your wily around the Valley then
this is the job for you All you
need is your own car & insurance
The hours are good but the pay &
bonuses are even better We also
have openings for Saturdays Call
2084834 lor en interview
SUSFOODSERVERS COOKS HOST.
ESS CASHIERS and busboys
Merle
CIlender
is
always
looking for new
enthusiastic
wo rrrrr to loin our team Apply al
2831 Meridian Ave or call 2657130 for appointment
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses and inv..
tors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of economic, business, scientific. and
Political conditions in home cou
try for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys PI Suite 1400. San
Antonio, Tx 78205 or cell (800)
620-2828. Eat 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
firal hand knowledge of 900.
nomic business. scientific and
political conditions in horns country for consulting essistance For
into, send resume to BCS Intl.
/00 St Marys P1. Suite lag. Sell
Antonio. Ts. 78205 or call 18001
642.5254
HEAD

COUNSELOR -UPWARD
BOUND Program 6 20-8 4 88 24
Hour residential program SJSU
dorms Supervise 10 staff & 75
high school students $1800Ilat

room & board BA 1 yr exp.,.
ence Deadline 5 15 WLC219.924.
2567
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
Lifeguards, 55 50-0640 hr Pool
managers

67 00-58 60 hr

Call

942-2470
IBM XT COMPATIBLES include free
home installation system contig
uretion

assistance From S546
new & guaranteed Contact P0101
2566598

FOR SALE
Russo."

Oases

ol

new. near -new and used books
Arch & structures. design and
construction Power equipment
design and operation mechanical
engineering teats Power Design
Engineering review m.o.’s-civil
and electrical English tutorial for
non-English Tapes English-Rus.
Pan Dictionary Chinese arch and
design books Math and computer
texts

Mosby-Med

nursing

die.

lonerY (new) Sell as lot 5150
151200 value) Cr by each Wednes
y only call 7696117
TWIN BED w mattress sel fool board
headboard. 5250 futon $25 5 pc
dinette set $75. dresser mirror
$200 Call Dawn al 971.2663
MATTRESS SETS’ NEW’ TWIN $85
full 095, qu.n 5I45. king $188 for
both pieces Frames avail
View, (415)968.1346

Mtn

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
a unique bookstore. specializing
In books on history
current
events. labor
Chicanos.
women.

Black Americans.
AsienAinericans

Mennen,

marten

Oaks
$647 50 hr
Call
Gretchen Crowley at 266-8658
PARTTIME

BOOKSTE X TS.MANUAL S in English
Chinese.

Lifeguards & Swim Instructors Summer jobs -full time & pall time Al.

Written

by

CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately $5-$11 hr
Northern California Nannies. 4th)

949.2933
PARTTIME

FULL TIME JOBS available. Never a I. Call BEST Temporary Services. 9041340 for details
Typists.
secretaries
receptionists,
laborers,
file
clerks

PHOTO LAB TECH CLERK
20-30
hr wk
1 -Hour Photo Depot in
Campbell Photo processing eip
prel 54-56 hr Flex Ms Free processing Call 371.6664 or 3666101 ’eves & week ends)
PLAY DURING THE DAY’ Work in the
evening. A mb that Involves communicating with the alumni of
SJSU waits for you Earn 55510 hr Call now for interview at
9241129
RED EYE is looking for assistant men
agora full time & pad tiet in our
local stores Well work around
school .liedules but must have 2
mornings a week opening avail.
ability.

non-smokers

dorms

Oran s books Located at 950 S
First St San Jo. 13 blks south of
82110) Call 294.2930 tor hours
12) 255 VESO 16 TIRES GDYR gtrbk
like new $350 cash only aff 5
.0.4 new fits 0484 vette $50 793.
6009

HELP WANTED
OR BUSINESS MAJORS needed to pursue adverbs.
ing accounts No evpertence is
necessary but you must be very
professional Very hIgh commis.

ADVERTISING

slows Call 9644235
BABYS1TTING at my
home M -F 1230.4 30 tor girl 4
boy 2 yrs Woman on child OK
So S J terms nig call 365-1318

AFTERNOON

BANKING
P TIME

SENIOR
SERVICE REP

CUSTOMER

year new accounts or banking e.
pen.ce and excellent customer
service skills We otter $900 per
hour plus commission INCENBONUS and WEEKENDS
01F." Please call Rhine BrIcno
TIVE

Or Kathy Oowride front 10 30 to
230 PM, al 298-0567 EOFSAN
FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
BEAUTIFUL LAKE TAHOE! looking
for a fun summer job, Beg JUNE
Part Full Hr.
Cashiers & stockers POD TA.
NOMA MKT West Shore More’
into
19181525-7411140812.-’

thru LABOR DAY

9238
CAREER

OPPORTUNITY with Nil
largest Insurance company We
need reliable. stable people inter.’

eeled in owning their own WMmanmesa We provide sales
agement graining & guaranteed
Income when quell/led Call Devld
Zacher or Dick Adams at 371

ENTRY CLERICAL

STUDENT

temporery summer
lob. 7 114 19 88 $5 0545 50 hr
Monday-FrIdoy
hrs
wit
30-40
Applications
18 00am-5 00prn)
ASSISTANT

available in Student Actirttlas &
Semi.. Office CAF Bldg Phone
9245950 Apply by 5 13 611
DINNFA SHIFT WAITRESS.. P110
MirIam
Japam. Rest Exp In
Anon.. Rest preferred Cell
M. at 996-9711 for sppiieetion
THIS IS THE pertect Burn
met ’obi" We have day & evening
positions ...Hahn if you know

DRIVERS

assignments NONE Call us at
Tailored inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday

1415)796-8497

mornings

weekday

proc.sIng"

WRITING

Supervise

10-12

high

school students $1550-Sal
room & board 3rd year college
I yr xpertence
Deed.. May
15th WLC219- crfil 924-2501
SALES EARN A BIG INCOME Ft PT
Wet. purification Nulrician Call

to PO Bo. 53347 S J 95153
SCHOOL IS almost out and summer is
almost here Now is the time to
find the perfect summer lob
You re gonna need money to
re.1.1 the beach Swear. your
source 11 you can talk we have
position for you We offer great
pay very flevibie Ft PT schedu les good bonuses and an energetic working environment For.

tessi.al typist’ At 90 words
minute, Icon Make all your papers

wknds and ...Inge

get all of your past telemarketing

Corm torn us and make some
good money white helping to
make the WHEELCHAIR OL YM
PIGS pins

BC

for

immediate

consideration, call us at 288-6838
OFFICERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS" FT PT security offe
cars. all shifts FT PT evening
process servers We will train
Apply In person Non -Fri SAM.

Appointment
JOSTENS RING DAYS Last chance to
save $20 $40. 560 on class ring
See Dave at Spartan Bookstore
May 3rd through 6Ih

SERVICES
than 6 months and are 20-55
years old, pleas. call Palmer College of Chiropractic West al (408)
244.8907 extension 401

S J 286.

BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving. waxing
tweezing or using chemical &pile

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pi
05.$6 hr to stall Full benefits, no
e xperl.ce needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY 3212 Scoff

ton. Lel me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (chin
bikini tummy moo.... en)

San To.
between Okott
mos Santa Clara Cell 727-9793

ulty Call before May 31 19841 end
I I 2 price
get your first sppt
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
Care
My
Gwen Cheignin R E

1IPM 260 Maud. Ave
SAO

Blvd

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK owe
ing at Varian Imo. Tube Divnion
Requires 2 yrs .porience in
stores ship ree or wilily plus
ability to Ilft 50 lbs. fork lilt certIli.
cote and Celifornie driver’s le
cense Must be U $ citizen Call
415-493-1900. vt 445
SUMMER IS UPON US’ Earn, for your
summer fun Build your resume al
the some lime We tem* Sun
Thur. evenings 6 30-9 30 and
Set afternoon 2 00-500 3 shift
SUMMER WORK. Southwestern Co
.rn 64800 avg with potential
earnings much higher Build re
some and esrn college credit For
info call Gary .1 377 3040
TEACHER ASST 30 hr Os Won w
chlklren with development!. 666
Community
hayloft, problem.
Life training great en for special
ad psych & ot students Oppty
for promotion Call 3769050
E Pend.
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL
dm 124PM deity Most have ECE
Call
good pity benefit.
iintts
TODAY 723.9160

Laugh Lines

Wanda Folk
WEu.,14965 JACKSON
TNKT S THE FIRST
TVNE I te 5612,2 A
SAAY tosCIALK.
ITS WAY INTO-NE
WORLD

ELECTROLYSIS’

Professional

HAIR

removal
the only permanent
method Ass about Me specie)
diecount for Spring Complimen
tate consulallon by appointment

price Complets eye exam Includ.
ing glaucoma check complete
contact Nose service for family

5942

fing dlek

storage
Reasonable
Were fest dependable grammar

/CAC,

and linclksi ore warmly eel.
coined SJSU etudents staff Cl
trays have 10% off Call for appt
now". 405 E Santo Clare St et
9th cell 995-0499 We speak VI.
name.. Spanish & Chine.
LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY

My

fa}

wise college greds So call us
with papers, reports theses (especially science) etc at 251-0449

Classified

ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCERESSING Thesis work a specialty Experience counts Group
papers welcome Standard & mo
croca.selte transcription
Free
disk storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years expe-

APA FORMAT term paper thesi
corned 10 years typing word pro.
ceasing experience Letter quality
printing Very competitive rat.
Students rec..

discount with

10 Access Data -.281-49112 an for
Tore.
A

TYPING SERVICE Ressoneble
rates free din stormge free pick-

term papers theses We
also provide disk storage editing
grammar and spell checking
or printing
PS Laser printing
sumes

from your disk Special discount
for faculty and students Call
WORDWORKS Cr 14081
PrInty
253-WORD or 253WORK
EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Popp, Research Projects ond
Help with gr...
Resumes
.nlence structure
on request (APA Tureblen 0101
Former Engl.sh major with 16 yrs
punctuation

Willow Glen area
experience
Phone Mrs Morton at 266-9448

up & deffinery Call 270-8936
CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush
ROWoe now for your term papers group protects the.. etc

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specie... Also term papers manuscripts ....plays
resumes repetitive letters bran.
nription Free SPEL CHEN copy
edit disc storage Ouick turn-

ENTERPRISE

Professional

word processing.
free disk storage Ouick return, all
work guaranteed Cassette Iran
scription
eyallabte
Almaden Branham area 7 days peak Call

around

Clara

Santa

Call

246-

5825
WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term papers St bhp 461 sp and

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR. Take ad ventage 01 our expert’. Top Sec
relarial service for ell your WORD

proofed

Small business letters
mailing lien, flyers. newsletters
prol.ts
welcome
Instructor

processing needs Graphics let.
tars manuscripts reports re

Gunny guaranteed
pickup delivery

Call
3684 heave message)

On campus
14010 27.-

Specializing in word parted and
word Cell PJ al 923.2309

your draft alt & type you party &
get down Laser output & sp.
proofed Call Dinet Pubs at 945-

LUCID

EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing insistence editing typing
or reports
Moms. etc
Laser
printer Affordable accurst. ...nide Only 12 minute, horn

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word
processing needs Term papers
reports resumes Pliers group
proents manuals theses etc Alf

3941 977.7999 beeper
TYPING".
Call

campus Pickup available Sally at
251.4665

.adernic formats S APA Free
disk storage SPELCHEK, punc
!trillion grammar assistance All
work tau...Mind For that prone
sional quick 4 dependable wOrry,

PROFESSIONAL
CESSING"
.perience
too
small

WORD

REASONABLE
PATTI

et

i 404)

RATES".
246-5633

Santa Clam area
Term papers them Remimes end rush lobs are my specialties Turn your h.dwritten

TYPING

PRO.

12 years secretarial
No mob too large or

draft Into polished Work Blibm
graph*. tootnot
snap on my

Ran
Student
$12 SO hr Reg $111 00 hr Hours
H 30-5 PM laffarnoon hours by
eppointmenti C11 Anne at 972-

tree MDIvIce It its best with AF
FORDABLE RATES call PAM at
247.2681 (Santa Clan) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

word prOcef SlOr Special student
rates
Phone
7920603 Mein
rrpsege

4992

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL TYP

RESUMES

TYPING
sr.a s Sr service
nen.
Career
Seminars All lob
Center 243-4070

1ST

Sr 25 dbi sped pogo Please
call -Penne et 274 1975
GOOD TYPIST" R.sonebie rotes
Call Eve et 2514285 or 272.5033
Will pick-up and deliver

WRITING Bay
40 yaws xper-

WORDPROCE SSiNG REPORTS lee
Ms resumes manuscripts legal
Editing available

Have two on
gm. Reasoned* rates Call 576
1329

Consult etiona
areas Career

WORD

PROCESSING
C A61131PAN
AREA" IS yrs .periene Ctnee
and test’ $t 25 per page double
spaced Sr l5 per page single
space C4118796754

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE"... Profes
penal typing a business 6410
ices Fist reasonable & near the

ASERJET OUTPUT Years of export
ence serving SJSU faculty and
students All won guaranteed

university Call 292 4047

Print Your Ad Here

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

1111111111111111111111111111111

One

Two
Day
Days
$3 55 $4 35
4 1 inin
$4 35
$515
St roots $5 15 $600
66. ones $596 $680
F ads Addmonal1 me Add $
31 ones

Three
Days
54 75
$555
$635
$715
80

Five

Four
Days
$500
$580

Days
$520
56(5)

$660

$680

$740

57 60

Each
Ed’s
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
V 35

111111111 1

1 1

1

1

II

1111111

111111111 111111
11

111 LI 11111

11111111

111111_11111__11_11_1_1_1_1

Punt Name
Semester Rates (All Issues)
5 9 I. Ines 546 00
10 14 lines $63 00
15 Plus I. Ines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

Address

Phone

City A

Zip

State

nc lo sed .s 8

Circie a Classification:
Ann000Cements

Automotive
Computers
For Sate

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

For

Linn

SENO aitai.sourt 011108111
OA CAM TO

Dowiled Dui

SPARTAN DAILY ClASSPIEDS
San Jose State lJniversny

IIISiod

Days

NM.

Deadline Two days prior to publicatoon
Consecutive publicetion dates only

San Jose. C Worms 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

essietenee make. steady income
possible Easy method end. you

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We lake

(Count approximately 30 letters arid Spill ey tor each lenel

Fashion frames and sunglasses
by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power R.
Open 7 days a weak insurance

klebt,

accuracy guaranteed Academe
typing our spec !silty Free proo-

Call 796-0931"
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses frorn $37, Dr
Christopher Cabrera DO Quality
and fest service at tetrernely low

EitAP-vou

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quality

15...discount to students end lac.

559-3500 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

5AD.a.

iwows

/r/

264-4504

BACKACHE," FREE Iffeetrnent as
pad of a research propel If you
heye had low beck pain tor more

iar

vr"

rience Call Chryslal at 9234411

Baywood

r.-

resume & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
needs this semester Hrly rates
5 00 p m
Jane 251
13 30 rn

CRAIG,IMLBI.
Thanks for wonderiul weekend
Love, KAREN (YDS)

5

,

q.

PI /AI
WELL
1MPEK’f,oNATin16,
;MERMAN Amp
FfitoPV
W !Par N
LICENCE? ,
fa, WI 46

ACKNOWL

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
e ll academic typing. including
APA format. term papers theses,

todey. 2947390

335

IlekE75.

Close to school Availede night
and day Rush lobs are my speciality
Call Pam at (406) 2255025225-9000

$250 mo

San Jose call 247.74815 for

OCS.cE

A At SECRETARY, with computer

3 BORN. 2 BPI 2 BD 213TH APT
avail 5-148 2 bibs frrn SJSU 50%
Oft this summer Call 286-2330

Confidential

ritS5FE/LIN6

Call Linda

Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks

1 bedroom. 1
bath, off street parking. $475 CaN
224-30392068840.
Ile...
agent

CLINIC"
ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

IN

’(11.7

EDGEABLE in typing that a tops
Tniet TONY 296-2087 Thanks
Si 50 per page double spaced

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

PERSONALS

_

EXCEPT

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY

Licensed agent

As TIX FOR SALE’ Thur. vs Joys
Toes vs Tigers SS ea groups
spillable Call Dean al 295-2664

W(//, COM(c
\IA4P4L,I5N1
/11N6 /3 A
CARTcoN
OFFrCtR,
MD OVER
uNPAIP

WHATCHA
fOR
LAICAL?

280-5161

Carport walk to campus no pets
$595 mo Call 224-3939 2864840

dart Story Road & McLoughlin
$39500 Relocating Meese call

__

.;:

y;. ,I

Michael Sherman

ABSOLUTELY

RENT TO OWN - For Sole-2 I3drrn 2
bth doubleivide mobilehorne 5
Star Park All appliances pool lo.

ii

1,.)

look and BE their best in no time
at all. Hriy rates Student discount
P -U 8 delivery
Aveil

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. 1 BATH.

Ave

44.- .,t e. 4

4117.’

WELCOME 10
mow. _
CARTooN
Fki501. Mq
NAME, V\
R4’4mor4f).
) yi

AAAAAA HH! YOU FINALLY FOUND it
an experienced. affordable pro

PHOTOTO LAO TECH
FT dependable basic math

MALE STUDENTS Christian Home
Large clean sleeping rms botch
priv 2 bliss frrn campus Av.

7?

i..
gEkt- "IlLvy’’lb

Skibblefritz

TYPING

campus marketing products tor
Fortune SOO Companies 145-5100

993-3731
SALES PT FT financial services Ea.
cellent opportunity Send resume

PHOTOGRAPHED

AAAA-ACCURACY.

HOUSING

HA HAI. ’YOU GOT ME.1111
JUST PUNCH COME ON .’l ,7.1AT-nmEi.
A HOLE
I WANT j ADMIT m)EREPtitucAtis
NEXT TO
-TO Do
SEEm UNUSuAtiv
THE NAMES ao0METHINR_ COMPETENT TH YEAR
FOR THE\.. I’D TRUST T M
’THAT
COUNTRY
.
ANNWH
HAWE

4C’’ .

WEDDING

Call 3767807 ask for SJSU discount

part -lime on

Good communication skills
Photo erp plus. not required
Conrad Mark at 298-2255

,

SERVICES

by a professional. high quality.
bud.’ odde, free information

paid holidays and more Call us,
14151 941.7100
Mtn
View

or

si p

5036

ASSISTANT -Upward

Bound Program June 20-August
4 24 hr residential program SJSU

RESEARCH

assistance
Ghostwriting All sulffects Cruel.
Med writers Resumes Re-writ.
ing Catalog Berkeley (4151 841-

. and Macintosh word
tor the desire to

FULL-TIME

i
)

"DEMOCRAT7

Academic thesis

FREELANCE

EOE NO FEE

A PERSON v01 t , o 0 )

el reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil .1 249.2920 or 922.7359

learn) Ada offers the beet benefits higher pay, cash bonuses.

WORK

VEOTLEFIINO.NwS0,L50A0ENS

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party we on got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
tor your wedding party or dance

PHOTOGRAPHER
Earn while
gaining eoperlence Flex schedule necessary Call the Insider al
436-4900 & ask for David F So -

of 55 wpm

.\

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

(-THIS IS THE FIRST --N

PROFESSIONAL

YOUR

WE RE BUSY AND WE d like to keep
you busy too, We need your es celled phone slaills. typing skills

ANYWAP

. . . . ,. . ,

Dumbar Pig

I
I
B d
get and delun packages from
S299 You keep the negat I ve Call
Cherie at 274-8099

SOuTrt
AFRc A

.

with quality ph I

IF S.S.M) RAM to 7 30 PM) Physics, electronic or mechanical
orientation end U S clflzan required Call 415-493-1800, eat

WANTED -STUDENT

41 :.

IN

vOoR
-n) IQ

1

,.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let me
capture your wedding memories

af-

445

1
isIR

WM’S-

Lid
YO

able Call 947.7273 or drop by the
office at 8th 11 San Salved,

ternoons. w.kends. & overnight
shifts 6.0-5125 hr Call for applications & information 3744224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full lime openings for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift. graveyard & weekend shift

WOKS

001Nir

MCP.’

TAPS?
I

NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL 01 10 con.
solidate
high
Inter-Pit
credit
cards, Let Washington Square
Federal Credit Union help with an
unsecured loan at 1395’. secured loans and cds also avail-

Direct car
staff needed Mr residential facilo

early

I’m

CANC I Agt
WMINIr

Math
problems
solved tutoring by phone at any
Cool Sessions 1410 1 hour Call

TRAINING SPECIALIST

ties for adolescents and young
sclulls with autism & related disabilities FT PT positions available

Sheila Neal

ARE YCX)
SIM. 73DP

MATH-PHONE

singles 6175 6th St San Jose

min Call 924-1129

4663

TIE UP THOSE loose ends! Earn extra
IS as inventory counters kit pull.
er5. or stock clerks on shod term

now 1300 no doubles

experiences We have Program
that everyone empathizes with

New .counts)
SAN JOSE
This position covers our 11 15 AM
thiough S 30 PM Monday through
Friday schedule and requires 1

DATA

interested

call at 446.5636

cial sciences You won I find our
books posters and records in
other stores in the valley In add,
and coil.

available Apply at the Director
Office

Isaac Newt

’Le Petch
anywhere on
you safely, FDA -OK
MLMers
sought F PT. Victor Lewis New
Sour. ’ consultant at 270-3774
or P 0 BOX 9.5 J Ca 45103-U009

THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER and Music Listening

THE STUDENT UNION is now accept mg applications tor a data entry
accounting position Worlistudy
is required Summer hours also

8132-

Wew

voice & personality Call Jerry at
998.4526

Room are now accepting epplic
non. Work Study only Contact
the Student Union Director 5 Of.
’Ice

For informative

phone (415)

LE PATCH’ LEADS WAY w appetite
control-no bottles pills, shots or,

lance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good

PART-TIME JOB’ Fie.le hours. good
pay Computer experience bench.
cial Call Jomlhan at 280-7777

RESIDENTIAL

we have fiction

appointment
1020

plus per day Call 1-800.932-0528

Blacks. Chic.... Asians, labor
activists. Marxists We also have.
in English. Soviet texts in In. so-

tion

.rning quickly

TELEMARKETING" Appointment sat
ting Part time $200 WE POSSI
BL E DAILY CASH Walk. g dis

=NM

1

Thursday, May 5,

Page 14

1988/Spartan

Take a
stroll through
Come Explore
Six Senses of
Los Gatos
surnetivt.tru3 Sp,iL jot. ri.orn
A unigue gattery of
crystal., plants, and
gifts from around the world!
- Potpourri
-And nottj Art
- Dried ?Lowers
- Carouse/ HAISCS
- Southwest lruhaan Art

the sights, sounds, tastes
aromas, touch and the Sixth
sense, the good sense to
’Enjoy Los Gatos’

ii

Los Gatos Sales Davs
May 13,14 and 15
Juty 15,16 and 17

Ci

i

-Senst-Prectous Stone
Necklaces
-Free atjt wrap

Teddy Bears are a statement of affection...
Show Mom how much you care!

first all -teddy bear

shop in the world!

_holes

618 Is No. Santa Cruz Ave., Los awes 354-3375

Strawberry Festival
June 4 and5
los Gatos Summertest
June 25 and 26
Fiesta de Los Gatos
August 20 and 21

( Bears in the Wood
1.59 N. Santa Cruz Avenue, Los Gatos, CA 95030

408.354.6974

11110001,

Call 354-93(X) for details

Contemporary Clothing
You’re invited
to visit

Mon. -Sat 1030-6(X)
Thur. - Fri. ’til 7:00
Sun, 12-6

130 North Santa Cruz Avenue
Los Gatos, California 95030
408-354-0069

20% discount on wedding
invitations for SJSU students
Mon-Fri 10 00-5 30
Sat 10:00-4:00

Manicures .Nail Tips

LOS GATOS
-14P4UT’Y OUTLET Haircare

23 W Main Steet
Los Gatos 354-7151

Skin Care
Cosmetics JeweIery
FULL SERVICE SALON

Good Ihru May 31 with this
coupon or SJSU ID

20% OH-

IV iP II

BODYWEAR

By GILDA MARX &
BARELY LEGAL

orr
FASHION WATCHES

10% Orr
LAURA BIAGIOTTI
SUN GLASSES

305

N. Santa Cruz Ave., 395-0220
EXPIRES

514

88

WITH THIS ILL

N. Santa Cruz Ave.
University Ave.

’5

1

Nali

WTapS

PedICUreS

Sculptured Nails
78 West Mein St.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 354-6245 (NAIL)

NAILWORKS

